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Committee Corner 
Updates from the AURA Committee 

Robert Boyce, President 

Hi All, 

With half the year already behind us, I 

hope eve1yone has had an opportunity 

to compete in some of our great 

races so far. I personally have been 

vety lucky to be at three of our four 

national titles so far this year. 

I would like to thank Brett Saxon, 

Niboddhri Ward, Fred Taylor and 

Geoff Williams for conducting first 

class events. To the entire body of 

competitors, thank you for your support 

and to the winners, congratulations! 

Our online shop will soon have a new 

range of AURA apparel so please have 

a look and consider making a purchase 

to promote our great association. 

Bernadette Benson, 

Vice President 

This quatier saw me able to hit the race 

circuit again. Going over east from 

WA to The North Face 100 in May 
provided a rai-e oppotiunity for me to 

meet several AURA members, putting 

faces to names. As I write this, I am 

cull'ently overseas for nearly 3 months. 

It's amazing how well technology 

allows us to travel this way; I am still 

maintaining my work with AURA no 

matter the physical distance. My chief 

problem right now is that when I go 

to sleep in the n01ihern hemisphere, 

you all wake up! By the time I get up 

each morning, I have IO to 20 emails 

to greet me. 

I'd like to welcome Keith Sullivan 

and Paul Rogers, who have come 

onboard as additional state reps in 

QLD and SA, respectively. And I'm 

thankful for the IO or so members 

who emailed me after the July 

e-news plea for volunteer help. I'm 

currently e-conversing with a few 

people, looking to soti out roles. 

Simon Trusler has cheerfully stepped 

fotwat·d to act as our membership 

coordinator. And hopefully as you 

read this, we have welcomed a few 

more to the volunteer fold. As of 

today, we have 40 I cmrent members, 

which includes 78 new members in 

the last quarter. Having more help is 

going to allow us to continue to grow 

and achieve more of our goals as an 

association. We have an amazing, 

unique national federation of ultra 

runners - the connection between 

ultrarunners around the count1y, our 

suppoti for national athletes, the 

quality of records kept by AURA on 

our website, our quatierly magazine ... 

these are not things we should take 

for granted. Working together, we 

can continue to enjoy and foster our 

common ultra distance bond. 

Karen Hagan, 

Ultramag Coordinator 

Seriously, Ultramag time already? 
I'm sure that's what you're saying 
now that you've opened your new 
issue. It's amazing what happens 
behind the scenes. 

I've felt quite invigorated by Ultramag 
this time; my brain is ticking over 
with new ideas and ways to mal<:e it 
even better. To this end, we have our 
first book review, which will become 
a regulai- feature. Read on and get a 
closer insight into Scott Jurek with his 
book Eat & Run; that is, if you've not 
already devoured it yourself. 

State Roundup is again included, and 
I thinl<: it's a great way to give you all 
a local snapshot of what is happening 
in your area. Your State Reps keep 
you up-to-date with what's just been, 
and what is to come. This, along 
with all the great race reports, should 
have you itching to lace up and get 
running towards your next goal. 

The upcoming December issue will 
be ultra HUGE. .. so big you might 
have to put it in a Christmas stocking. 
Re-gift it to someone who is not a 
member; motivate, inspire and let 
eve1yone know what a fantastic group 
of people we ultra runners m·e. As 
Bernadette said, with 78 new members 
this quarter, there must be something 
"AURAsome" about us all. 

Happy reading. 

AURA State Roundup 
June 2012 

ACT, Elizabeth Bennett 

Over the last few months there 

have not been many local ACT 

ultras to report on, but many ACT 

ultra runners have enjoyed running 
in other, patiicularly warmer, 

locations. Many ACT volunteers 

have also actively participated m 

ultras in other states, and a special 

mention in this regard must be 

made of the members of the ACT 

Sri Chinmoy Centre who were 

the main organisers of the A URA 

National 24 Hour Championships 
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held in Banl<:stown, Sydney on 23-

24 June 2012. 

The most recent ultra event run in 

the ACT was the Bush Capital Ultra 

Marathon (63km), which was held 

on Sunday 29 July. A very cold, 

foggy stati turned into a sparkling 



AURA State Roundup 
June 2012 (continued) 

running day and there were some 
impressively swift performances 
over the challenging 63km course 
through the Goorooyarroo nature 
reserve. 

Of the top three male and female 
finishers, four were AURA 
members: David Hosking, Martin 
Fryer, Sarah Richardson, and Pam 
Muston. 

Over the remainder of the winter 
and spring ACT has a few other 
ultras that AURA members may 
find themselves enjoying. Further 
down the track there will be an 
AURA sanctioned 12hr and 100km 
event as part of the Stromlo running 
festival in February 2013. Stay 
tuned for further details about that. 

NSW, April Palmerlee 

Congratulations to Courtney and 
Andy Heyden who welcomed the 
long-legged Annabelle Elizabeth 
Heyden to the world at the end of 
July. 

In racing news, the big event in 
the state was the Sri Chinmoy 
6-12-24 hour track race at its new 
Blacktown venue. In very cold 
conditions, Allison Lilley ran an 
impressive 192.168km, taking 
out the women's title and coming 
third overall. The men's 24-hour 
race was won by Mike Canty with 
210.892km. Gaiy Mullins ran 
72.290km to win the 6-hour race, 
and Denise Maguire was the fastest 
female with 60.430km. Agnieszka 
Flak smashed the women's 12-hour 
race with 112.747km, and Adrian 
Horvath won the men's categmy 
with 129.477km. 

In the coming months we have two 
great events in the area: the second 

and the brand new Hume & Hovell. distances run by all competitors, 
Both events have 50km and 100km there were a few that stood out on 
distances available. their own. In his first ever 24 Hour, 

Arnulf Reidl took out the event with 
The Altra Centennial Park Ultra 182.303km. There was also Justin 
will be held in Sydney's iconic 
Centennial Park on Saturday, 23 
September. Runners will compete on 
the flat and scenic 3.54km jogging 
track inside the park. This is one of 
only two selection races for the 2013 
50km World Cup Championships 
(the other being the Canberra 50km.) 

The Hume & Hovell will be held on 
Saturday, 20 October on the historic 
Hume & Hovell walking track. The 
walking track follows, as closely 
as possible, the historic route taken 
by explorers Hume & Hovell on 
their 1824 expedition to Port Phillip 
Bay. Both of these runs are AURA 
sanctioned and supported. 

Although not an AURA race, the Mt 
Solitary Ultra put on by the Running 
Wild guys will have taken place by 
the time we go to print. This race 
was originally scheduled for earlier 
in the year but was postponed due 
to weather. This is a tough race, 
only in its second year, and people 
will be watching closely to see who 
wins, given that Six Foot Track 
and Mt Wilson to Bilpin had been 
cancelled, and Bogong to Hotham 
was cut short this year. 

SA, Ben Hockings 

Scholz who walked his way to 
1 00miles in a touch over 22 hours, 
ensuring his place in the Australian 
Centurion Walking records and his 
spot in ultra history as becoming 
the first Australian-born (male or 
female) to run 200+km in one 24 
Hour event, and walk 100+ miles in 
another. 

Emma Vaughan went back-to
back in the 24, also finishing third 
outright and improving her distance 
from last year to 175.668km. David 
Staehr set a new course record in the 
male 6 Hour recording 76.354km. 

On the weekend of July 21-22 a 
group of ultra trailies spent three 
days running the stunning trails of 
the Flinders Ranges. The Ranges 
are well known, not just for the 
picturesque landscape, but the 
ancient geology as well. Watch this 
space for news of a future event in 
this location in the not-too-distant 
future. 

In the coming weeks Stephanie 
Gaskell and David Deany will be 
leaving Adelaide for Colorado to 
compete in the 6-Day Gore Tex 
Trans Rockies Run where they will 
climb an accumulated 20,000ft on 
this amazing trek. 

The Adelaide 6/12/24 Hour kicked Also on the AURA calendar is SA's 

off the South Australian ultra season iconic 56km Yurrebilla Trail Ultra 

on July 14-15. A capacity field of over on September 23. 

60 runners circulated the 2.200km 
loop at North Adelaide. With great 
support from the volunteer and 
runner crews, the unanimous verdict 
was that the atmosphere at this year's 
event was the best yet. 

VIC, Nikki Wynd 

annual Altra Centennial Park Ultra, Amongst all the 
. . 

1mpress1ve 

June started off with one of Brett 
Saxon's Trails Plus events, The 
Macedon Trail Run 30/50; which 
also incorporated the Australian 
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AURA State Roundup 
June 2012 (continued) 

Trail Championship 50km race. 
The course presented some great 
challenges with steep gradients for 
both ascending and descending; 
varying from single technical trail 
to wide 4WD tracks. The men's 
race was won by Damon Goerke; 
however, due to him not being an 
AURA member Toby Wiadrowski 
took out the Men's title, and the 
women's race was won by in-form 
Isabel Bespalov. 

Next up our very own AURA 
Vic State Rep and all round nice 
guy, David Eadie, headed over to 
the USA to participate in what is 
recognised globally as "the world's 
toughest foot race," the Badwater 
Ultramarathon. This legendary 
event pits approximately 90 of the 
world's toughest athletes - runners, 
triathletes, adventure racers, and 
mountaineers - against one another 
and the elements. Covering 135 
miles (217km) non-stop from 
Death Valley to Mt. Whitney, 
California, in temperatures up to 
130F (55c). David became the 10th 
Aussie to have finished this race, 
and in a new Australian record 
time of 30hours and 24minutes, 
earning him 14th place. 

The next race was the You Yangs 
50/50 - another fantastic Trails 
Plus event which covered various 
distances from 10km and 15km, to 
30km, 50km and 80kms. This year 
there was a record field of 295 and 
course records were broken. As 
always, Brett's races are a lot fun 
with familiar faces and a great 
atmosphere. 

Coming up in the next few months 
we have in mid-August The 
Tan Ultra, which is the 4th and 
final race of the Trail Running 
Championships; followed by the 
Walhalla Wound Up, the new Surf 

Coast Centmy 100km, and the 
hugely popular Great Ocean Walk 
100km in October. 

WA, Dave Kennedy 

Whilst I was away in the land of 
the long white cloud ( actually 
enjoying a lot of fine weather) 
the West Aussie ultra race season 
heated up. First up was the SOK 

option at the Bunbury Marathon. 
With $250 up for grabs, a fast time 
was likely and taking out the win 
was, ironically, a Kiwi expat, Scott 
Hawker. The placings were filled 
by Grahak Cunningham in his 
traditional pre-31 00mile warm
up and Chris Martin. Grahak ran 
a handy 3.50, but was 25 minutes 
behind Scott. In the women's race 
Christine Pattinson was the winner 
of another West Australian ultra in 
a time of 4.20. Behind her were 
Pamela Williams and Kilee Giles. 

The much anticipated Hok.a 
OneOne Kep Ultra was set down 
for the June long weekend. Pre
race talk was that the race record 
would go, and that was the case 
with 3 of the 4 course records 
falling. In the feature 1 00K, 
Broome resident Oskar Booth ran 
about an hour faster than he did in 
2011 to take out the race in 9:02. 
Marc Simpkins was only 5 minutes 
back and also inside the previous 
record. Jordan Ralph rounded out 
the podium for the men with 9:41. 

an hour later by Katy and Michelle 
Duffield, who still ran very smart 
times of 10: 17 each. Bernadette 
had spent a lot of time recovering 
from the effects of her record 
breaking Bibbulmun Track run 
back in November. The time off, 
and the 1 000K run itself, obviously 
haven't slowed her down. 

In the 7 5K race Scott Hawker 
backed up his win in Bunbury, 
and became the first runner to 
break 6 hours. His time of 5:58 
was 30 minutes in front of James 
Robe1is in only his 2nd ultra. 
(James lost a sprint finish for 
4th to Commonwealth Games 
marathoner Lauren Shelley in his 
debut at the 6 Inch Trail Marathon 
last December.) James' lead on 
the rest of the field was sizeable, 
finishing one hour in front of Matt 
Meckenstock. The women's 75K 
was won by Amanda Bowman in 
8:22, from Beck Hefferon and Jo 
Rees. 

Another highlight for WA ultra 
running occurred at the Comrades 
Marathon, where Irish expat and 
new AURA member Chris O'Neill 
finished 60th place in a sensational 
time of 6:15. 

For those of you who don't 
know Grahak Cunningham, after 
finishing 2nd at the Bunbury SOK 

he travelled to New York where 
he took on the world's longest, 
official footrace. I believe this was 
Grahak's 4th race and this time he 

Bernadette Benson made her took out the win in a new Australian 

comeback to ultra running in record of 43 days and 10 hours for 

emphatic style. With a 4th place 3100 miles. An amazing effo1i. 

two weeks previous in The N01ih 
Face 100 one would have expected 
to slow her down, but Bernadette 
took the race right up to the top 
men, finishing 3rd overall and 
destroying the previous women's 
record. She was followed nearly 
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AURA Contacts 

Officers Of The Committee 

President Robett Boyce president@aura.asn.au 0417 557 902 

Vice President Bernadette Benson vp@aura.asn.au 0450 630 486 

Treasurer Rick Cooke treasurer@aura.asn.au 0404 468 376 

Secretary Brett Saxon secretary@aura.asn.au 0418 557 052 

Ordinary Members of the Committee (State Reps) 

ACT 

State Rep Elizabeth Bennett actstaterep l@aura.asn.au 0419 635 921 

State Rep Martin Fryer actstaterep2@aura.asn.au 0404 382 824 

NSW 

State Rep April Palmerlee nswstaterep l@aura.asn.au 0414 366 514 

State Rep Andrew Heyden nswstaterep2@aura.asn.au 0402 727 419 

QLD 

State Rep Susannah Harvey-Jamieson qldstaterep l@aura.asn.au 0409 891 949 

State Rep Keith Sullivan qldstaterep2@aura.asn.au 0414 565 746 

SA 

State Rep Paul Rogers sastaterep l@aura.asn.au 0421 042 201 

State Rep Ben Hockings sastaterep2@aura.asn.au 0414 728 744 

TAS 

State Rep Allan Hood tasstaterep2@aura.asn.au 0412 037 933 

VIC 

State Rep Nikki Wynd vicstaterep l@aura.asn.au 0410 695 353 

State Rep David Eadie vicstaterep2@aura.asn.au 0402 456 689 

WA 

State Rep Karen Hagan wastaterep l@aura.asn.au 0410 303 327 

State Rep Dave Kennedy wastaterep2@aura.asn.au 0433 333 206 

Sub Committee Members 

Records Officer David Billett records@aura.asn.au 0431 368 632 

Membership Coordinator Simon Trusler memberships@aura.asn.au 0400 973 010 

Compliance Officer Bernadette Benson compliance@aura.asn.au 0450 630 486 

UltraMag Coordinator Karen Hagan ultramag@aura.asn.au 0410 303 327 

UltraMag Photos Debra Gehring ultramag2@aura.asn.au 0426 242 416 

Media Relations Elizabeth Bennett media@aura.asn.au 0419 635 921 

Event Advertising Isobel Bespalov eventadve1tising@aura.asn.au 0402 744 967 

Apparel Stephen English apparel@aura.asn.au 0410 635 122 

Chair of National Team Selection Robert Boyce president@aura.asn.au 0417 557 902 

Historian Phil Essam hist01y@aura.asn.au 0425 347 025 
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AURAEVENTSCALENDAR 

This calendar contains only races sanctioned by AURA. This does not purport to be a complete list of Australian ultras. 
2012 sanctioned races will be eligible for the AURA aggregate points competition. AURA reserves the right to modify 
this calendar at its discretion. Always check the AURA website for late changes to race details at www.aura.asn.au. Some 
international races, particularly IAU and Commonwealth championship events, are also shown on the web calendar. 

September 2012 

Sunday 9 September WALHALLA WOUND UP TRAIL RUNS (VIC) 

Trail runs from Walhalla's Star Hotel with 50km, 37km, 19km options. 

Contact: Bruce Salisbury 03 5174 9869 

Email: bruised@bigpond.com 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/Walhalla.html 

Saturday/Sunday 15-16 September GLASSHOUSE 100 (QLD) 

100km and 100 mile races with shorter options. 

Contact: Ian Javes Tel 07 5495 4334 

Email: ijaves@caloundra.net 

Web: http:/ /www.aura.asn.au/ glasshouse 100 .html 

Saturday 22 September SURF COAST CENTURY (VIC) 

100km trail race near Anglesea, with relay option. 

Contact: John Jacoby 0408 035 261 

Email: john@rapidascent.com.au 

Web: http://www.aura.asn.au/surfcoastcentury.html 

Sunday 23 September YURREBILLA TRAIL (SA) 

56km trail run amongst the beautiful Adelaide Hills 

Contact: Sadie Cranston 0400 763 222 

Email: sadiec@adam.com.au 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/YurrebillaTrail.html 

Sunday 23 September ALTRA CENTENNIAL PARK ULTRA (NSW) 

50 and 100km IAU labelled races on a 3.55km loop. 

Contact: April Palmerlee 0414 366 514 

Email: apalmerlee@yahoo.com 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/CPlOO.html 

October 2012 
Saturday/Sunday 13-14 October GREAT OCEAN WALK 100 (VIC) 

100km along the Great Ocean Walk trail in western Victoria. 

Contact: Andy Hewat 0421 040 700 

Email: andy@trailrunningcompany.com 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/GOW100.html 

Saturday 20 October HUME AND HOVELL 50/100 (NSW) 

50 and 100km courses on the Hume and Hovell tracks outside Tumut, NSW. 

Contact: Peter Fitzpatrick 0428 423 633 

Email: peterfitz@dragnet.com.au 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/HumeHovell.html 
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AURAEVENTSCALENDAR 

Sunday 21 October WASHPOOL (NSW) 

54km course in the Washpool and Gibraltar Range National Parks. 

Contact: Greg Waite (07) 3225 1093 (work), (07) 3869 1661 (home) 

Email: g_ waite@optusnet.com.au or info@runtrails.org 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/Washpool.html 

Saturday 27 October W ILSONS PROMONTORY (VIC) 

100km trail and shorter options. Typically held in April, but date moved for 2012 due to Parks Vic trail works. 

Contact: Paul Ashton 0418 136 070 

Email: runningwild56@tpg.com.au 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/WilsonsProm.html 

November 2012 

Saturday/Sunday 10-11 November THE GREAT NORTH WALK 100s (NSW) 

100 miles or 100km. South from Teralba on the shores of Lake Macquarie. 

Contact: Dave Byrnes 0428 880 784 

Email: dave@davebyrnes.com.au 

Web: www.aura.asn.au/GNWl 00.html 

Saturday 24 November RAZORBACK RUN (VIC) 

73km trail race & shorter options from Mt Botham in the Victorian Alps. 

Contact: Paul Ashton 0418 136 070 

Email: runningwild56@tpg.com.au 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/RazorbackRun.html 

Saturday 24 November THE 30/50 C HALLENGE (VIC) 

50 km team and solo trail race with 30km option 

Contact: Sam Rowse 03 9598 4520 

Email: info@srtt.com.au 

Web: www.srtt.com.au/the-3050-challenge 

Sunday 25 November MOE 6HR/50KM (VIC) 

6hr and 50km track events, previously with IAU labelling. Victorian track championships. 

Contact: Roger Maximu 0403 349 701 

Email: ian.twite@hazelwoodpower.com (temporary contact) 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/Moe_6hr.html 

December 2012 

TBC Sunday 2 December BR UNY ISLAND JETTY TO LIGHTHOUSE (TAS) 

64km; run the length of the island with stunning ocean scenery. Solo and teams. 

Contact: Paul Riseley 0438 296 283 

Email: brunyislandultra@gmail.com 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/Brunylsland.html 
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AURA EVENTS CALENDAR 

Friday 7 - Sunday 9 December COAST TO KOSCIUSKO (NSW) 

240 kilometres from sea level to the highest point in Australia 

Contact: Paul Every 02 9482 8276 

Email: peverydweaver@hotmail.com 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/c2k.html 

Sunday 9 December KURRA WA TO DURANBAH AND BACK (QLD) 

50km; Kurrawa Park on the Gold Coast, south along the Gold Coast beachfront to Duranbah 

Contact: Ian Cornelius 0411 083 896 

Email: info@kurrawa2duranbah.com 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/Kurrawa.html 

Sunday 16 December SIX INCH TRAIL MARATHON (WA) 

46 km trail run, start near North Dandalup and run to Dwellingup 

Contact: Dave Kennedy 0433 333 206 

Email: davidkl 998@hotmail.com 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/SixinchTrack.html 

January 2013 

Saturday 5 January NARRABEEN ALL NIGHTER (NSW) 

100km and 12 hour events on a certified 100km course on bike paths, 8 PM start 

Contact: Ron Schwebel 0415 669 464 or Glenn Lockwood 0414 904 171 

Email: 

Web: 

rschwebel@bigpond.com or dogets5@hotmail.com 

http://aura.asn.au/N anabeenAllNighter.html 

Sunday 6 January BOGONG TO MT HOTHAM (VIC) 

64km mountain trail run, with 3000m of climb. 35km option also available. Start near Mt. Beauty. 

Contact: Andy Hewat 0421 040 700 

Email: andy@trailrunningcompany.com 

Web: http:/ /aura.asn.au/BogongtoHotham.html 

Sunday 13 January TWO BAYS TRAIL RUN (VIC) 

28km and 56km races, Dromana to Cape Schank 

Contact: Rohan Day 

Email: rohankim@bigpond.net.au 

Web: http ://aura.asn.au/TwoBays.html 

TBC Sunday 27 January MANSFIELD TO MOUNT BULLER SOKM ROAD RACE (VIC) 

50km road race 

Contact: Robe1i Boyce 0417 557 902 

Email: rboyce@easterntrees.com 

Web: http://aura.asn.au/MansfieldtoBuller.html 
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AURAEVENTSCALENDAR 

February 2012 

Saturday 2 February CR ADLE MOUNTAIN ULTRA (TAS) 

82 km mountain trail run with bog, in Cradle Mountain/Lake St.Clair National Park 
Contact: Doug Strohfeld 0451 633 207 
Email: dougjodi@bigpond.net.au 
Web: http://aura.asn.au/CradleMtnToLakeStClair.html 

Sunday 3 February DELATITE DASH (VIC) 

45 km trail and sh01ier options in the Victorian alps 
Contact: Paul Ashton 0418 136 070 
Email: runningwild56@tpg.com.au 
Web: http ://aura.asn.au/DelatiteDash.htm 

TBC Saturday 9 February CABOOLTURE HISTORICAL VILLAGE (QLD) 

6 and 12 hour overnight race, starting at 6 PM 
Contact: Geoff Willliams 0412 789 741 
Email: gjcarpet@caboolture.net.au 
Web: http ://aura.asn.au/CabooltureHV.html 

TBC Saturday 16 February INJINJI STROMLO 12 HOUR RACE (ACT) 

12 hr night race 6 PM to 6 AM on 1 km circuit 
Contact: Phil Essam 0425 347 025 or Martin Fryer 0404 382 824 
Email: pandbessam@bigpond.com or flyerultra@yahoo.com.au 
Web: http://aura.asn.au/Stromlo 12hr.html 

TBC Sunday 17 February MAROONDAH DAM TRAIL RUN (VIC) 

50 km race based at the Maroondah Dam, Healesville with 30km option 
Contact: Brett Saxon 0418 557 052 
Email: brsaxon@bigpond.net.au 
Web: http://aura.asn.au/AURADamTrailRun.html 

Sunday 3 March NARAWNTAPU (FOUR BEACHES) (TAS) 

50 km out and back coastal trail run starting from Greens Beach, through the national park 
Contact: Ian Cornelius 0408 527 391 
Email: ian.cornelius@rocketmail.com 
Web: http://aura.asn.au/N arawntapu.html 

If you have a race that you would like included in our race calendar, please contact our Compliance Officer 
Bernadette Benson (see the AURA contacts listing). Sanctioning requirements are posted on the AURA website 
www.aura.asn.au 
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�ildEndurance 100km Team Challenge 
from fbe.Megalong Valley, Blue Mountains, NSW, May 5-6, 2012 

by Tegyn Angel 

Ultras, for me at least, are about 
emotion and sensation. The way 
the body and mind respond after 6, 
7, 8+ hours of running, especially 
trails, is something that is very 
difficult to communicate to people 
without the same shared experience, 
and in my experience something 
very difficult to replicate. As ultra 
runners we are intimately aware of 
the fact that a run will inevitably 
involve both lofty highs and dismal 
lows but choose to embrace the 
spectrum. We are often alone with 
our thoughts and crossing the finish 
line is the end result of mediating a 
constant internal conversation. 

Events like WildEndurance and 
Oxfam are awesome, not only for 
their charitable aims, but also for 
the fact that they are oft times a 
starting point for new ultra-distance 
participants. They introduce the 
same ingredients mentioned above 
into a team environment, giving 
"endurance" a whole new meaning 
and an increased level of complexity 
and challenge. 

While the minimum number in 
a team is four, our team (iRun -
Wildplans) this year started with 
6 members: Kolya Miller, Kenichi 
Komatsu, Nik.las Brammall, 
Gabriel Hodgson, Mick Chapman 
& I. If I had to choose one word 
to describe us, "eclectic" comes to 
mind pretty quickly. We came from 
different states, different countries 
and very different backgrounds. 
Our experience levels differed 
from multiple ultras, to having 
run no more than 21km or 42km. 
Our approach to training differed 
from lots of long slow distances, to 
short, high intensity, Crossfit-style 
workouts; from Tough Mudder 
races to an Australian touch football 
competition two weeks prior. Our 
footwear ranged from traditional, 

thick-soled trail shoes to Nike 

Free and Vibram FiveFingers. Our 

food ranged from all-Hammer 

supplementation to solid food, and 

our individual preparations from 

weeks to months. 

And yet, the common goal of 

putting in a good effort, challenging 

ourselves, and experiencing a 
profound depth of feeling, united 

us into a highly effective team. 

Unfmiunately, for all of us, we lost a 

team member to injury at 25km, but 

Team iRun-Wildplans e,y·oying the journey Photo courtesy-Anna Warr 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time 
Team Last First 

Place Place Name Name Name 

Cassidy Juliette 

1 Mixed 1 18:45 Zulu fitness 
Bissett Cathy 

Paton Jack 

Thomson Greg 

Cooke Geoff 

Male 1 21:28 
Roads never Bowd Todd 

2 
end Moad Bill 

Steinarts Ashley 

Livingstone Barbara 

Female 1 Soul Sisters 
Jeffries Samantha 

3 22:01 
Matuschka Mandy 

Walker Yolande 

Hemmila Cindi 

Mixed 2 
Toughen Up Jorgensen Ove 

4 22:44 
Princess Meade Cathy 

Peace Charlie 

Mattin Stephanie 

5 Mixed 3 23:27 Salad action 
Langton Greg 

Rowling Scott 

Faferko Matthew 
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we went on and held it together; 
learning to support each other and 

to cross the line as the first 100km 
team (albeit incomplete with only 
5 members) in 17:57. 

For some in our team this was 
their third, or in Kolya's case 
fomih, WildEndurance, so we've 

seen the evolution of the event 
over the past few years. This 

year Mountain Sports filled the 
organiser's position, and as their 

first WildEndurance it was an 
impressive effort. While some of 

the trail marking was a bit sparse 
and confusing, especially for first
timers, the race was well run and, 

as always, an awesome event to 
be involved in. Sarah Williams 
(Rimmer), The Wilderness 
Society's event coordinator, 
really makes this event tick; 
infusing it with a huge amount 
of personality and warmth, and 
this year was no exception. The 
pre-event fundraising suppmi and 
information, team member finding 
services, and the ethic behind the 
event are all top-notch. 

For an event that caters to 
paiiicipants from very disparate 
backgrounds, and exposes them 
to ultra distance events and some 
of Australia's most amazing trails 
in a safe and suppmiive manner, 
WildEndurance is fantastic and 
a very valuable addition to the 
Australian ultra calendar. While it 
is, perhaps, not considered a race 
in the traditional sense, it is most 

definitely an event. 

Rank 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Cat Cat 
Time 

Team Last 

Place Place Name Name 

McDonald 

Male 2 24:39:00 Some harness 
Crilly 

Mcclung 

Newton 

Williams 

Mixed 4 25:41:00 
Remember the Lock 

Tightness Munro 

Van den blink 

Kovacs 

Mixed 5 26:36:00 
Southern Stars Jackson 

II Josephs 

Kuchel 

Rothety 

Mixed 6 26:56:00 Mean Feet 
Isherwood 

Robe1is 

Stone 

Goldilocks Gray 

Mixed 7 26:57:00 and the Three Egan 

Bears Russo 

Rattray 

Boucherit 

Mixed 8 28: 12:00 The Yokers Gallen 

Nicoletti 

Rattray 

Morrisey 

The 
Lane 

Female 2 28:43:00 Patton 
Lycra birds 

Robinson 

Wynen 

Lyster 

Kong 

Mixed 9 30:00:00 No Balance Leth 

Lyster 

Nichols 

Irvin 

Female 3 30:21:00 
Four Non Brown 

Blondes Norgrove 

Smith 

Savill 

The Usual 
Anoushfar 

Mixed 10 31 :32:00 Bennett 
Suspects 

Fenton 

Hinds 

Martin 

Female 4 31:40:00 JAMB Davies 

Kemp 

Kral 

Are we there 
Boyes 

Mixed 11 32:37:00 Cairns 
yet 

Kuczera 

Ryan 

Szymczak 

Godin 

Female 5 33:05:00 The Ninjas Mifsud 

Noone 

Plum 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 
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First 

Name 

Duncan 

Ryan 

Jonathon 

Simon 

Brent 

Rebecca 

Kate 

Rob 

Tom 

Carli 

Derek 

Tracey 

Michael 

Siobhan 

Gemma 

Will 

Justine 

Glenn 

Ron 

Wendy 

Amelie 

Juliette 

Aurelien 

Stuart 

Siena 

Rosie 

Adene 

Jane 

Kellyanne 

Mark 

Michael 

Melinda 

Matthew 

Cecily 

Annie 

Amanda 

Jessica 

Erica 

Genevieve 

Farzad 

Elizabeth 

Sarah 

Tom 

Jess 

Alexandra 

Liz 

Jillian 

Kurt 

Ben 

Chris 

Caitlin 

Melissa 

Margaret 

Brock 

Jenny 

Susan 



The North Face 100 

'T'h'e Blue Mountains, Katoomba NSW, May 19, 2012 

by Isobel Bespalov 

I had always thought of The North 
Face 100 as an iconic event, 
something for experienced ultra 
runners who were really good. So 
what the heck was I doing here?? 

It was registration time and people 
were everywhere. From the talk I 
could hear most people had done it 

before. I didn't hear any newbies, 
like me, panicking. I felt really 
silly! Why had I picked this race, 
and spent all this money, to do my 
first 1 0Olrm trail race? Was I mad? 

My friends and I got up bright and 
early to get to the start in time for 
the briefing. I was nervous, but that 
had been a permanent state for a few 
days! I wasn't even sure I could run 
1 00k. Or walk it! The race briefing 
was interesting and funny, but not as 
much about the actual race logistics 
as I expected. Part of my nerves 
had been about gear, food, what to 
wear, the weight of my pack and so 
on. Too late to stress now! 

We filed outside and awaited the 
start. It's funny, as I got closer to the 
start my nerves seemed to dissipate 
a bit. Soon we were off. First we ran 
through the rolling back streets of 

Katoornba. People were chatting, 
and the atmosphere was good, so 
I started to relax and enjoy it. Why 
not, it was going be a long day! 

From everything I had heard, I 
expected to come to a standstill 
as we entered the single-track, but 
this was not to be. We slowed, but 
nothing too drastic. In fact, I found 
the slowing sometimes to be good 
as I could then get a bit of a glimpse 
of some views. 

I could not believe the number of 
stairs on this course! I had been 

told there were stairs, but never in 
my wildest dreams had I imagined 
there would be so many! A few 

times up and down the 1000 stairs 

in the Dandenongs had really not 
been enough. In spite of this, the 
Golden Staircase was not as bad 

as I had imagined; mainly because 
there was a bit of a conga line going 
on and I could not push the pace 
even if I had wanted to. I actually 
found this bit gave me some rest as 

I slowed to the speed of the group. 

One thing I had been really 
nervous of was the Tarros Ladders; 
I am frightened of heights and 
particularly hate ladders. My fears, 
however, were to be unfounded, as 
the ladders were easy to negotiate 
and I could not even see any height 
to be afraid of. 

I ran on and made it to Ironpot Ridge. 
Although I had read the course 
notes, I somehow missed the fact 
that this was an out and back part 
of the course. It was nice, though, 
to see so many people. The playing 
of the clap-sticks and didgeridoo 
really added to the Australian feel 
and made it a rnerno1y to treasure. 

I went through Checkpoint 3 feeling 
tired, but okay. My longest training 
run had only been 44lrm, so I was 
entering new territory. I knew that 
the climb up the stairs that form the 
start of the Six Foot Track course 
was corning up; and I was right, 
it was a hard slog. I kept pushing 
myself forward though,just thinking 
'one foot in front of the other' as my 
mother used to say to me when the 
family went bush walking when I 
was a child. 

I made it to the top, finally, and then 
it was off to the right. Unfortunately, 

more stairs followed soon after. 
I was feeling DOMS already! I 
eventually made it to Checkpoint 

4, but just couldn't face any of the 
food I had put in my bag. In my 
frenzy to be quick, I even forgot my 
caffeine supplement, which I was to 
regret later in the race. 

Out of the aquatic centre I was 
confused as there was just a road 
intersection and I couldn't see any 
tape anywhere! I glimpsed a runner 

Isobel running herfirst 100km. Photo courtesy a11rorai111ages.co111.a11 
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ahead, so I followed him. My legs 
were really starting to get tired 

now; had I gone out too fast? This 
was a big worry of mine, but I was 
running by feel and it still felt right. 

The Giant Stairway was next. Now, 
as I have said before, I'm scared 
of ladders and actually scared of 

steep stairs, too. I hate Parliament 

Station in Melbourne! Considering 
that, I think I did pretty well on this 

section. Maybe I was too tired to 
care about the fear factor? 

The next part of the race that I had 
won-ied about was the long dirt 
road climb. From all accounts, it 
was to be a hon-ible slog. Also, I'm 

not a big fan of fire roads boring! 
However, I didn't realise how hard 
the preceding downhill would be. 

The pain in my legs as I ran downhill 
was extreme. I was passing people, 
but only because it was too painful 

to put the brakes on; I was simply 

falling downhill! The uphill was 

not as bad as I expected; yes it 

was a slog, but nothing compared 

to climbing stairs. I just marched 

as fast as I could ... there was no 

rnnning going on here. 

I put my lights on near the top and 

ran/walked to Checkpoint 5. I had 

to put my reflective jacket on at 

this checkpoint, and I decided on 

gloves, too; it was starting to get 

cold. We ran uphill for a while, 

and then hit the single-track. My 

poor feet! I don't think my feet are 

seasoned to such long distances yet, 

because I could feel every stone 

and stick. I was running this section 

very slowly. I was surprised because 

normally I am pretty confident on 

technical trails. I comforted myself 

with the thought that this was my 

first 100km, and things like this 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Place Place 

I I 9:22:45 Sandes Ryan 35 31 

2 2 9:52:10 Armstrong Vajin 36 32 

3 3 9:59:02 Tuckey Andrew 37 33 

4 4 10:02:43 Davies Brendan 38 34 

5 5 10:22:03 Cooper Matt 39 5 

6 6 10:22: I I Guise Grant 40 6 

7 7 10:31:30 Bragg Jez 41 7 

8 8 10:39:36 Lee Andrew 42 35 

9 9 10:47:31 O'Loughlin Jonathan 43 36 

IO IO 11:02:01 Zambon Oliver 44 37 

II II 11:04:18 Cochrane Tim 45 38 

12 12 II :08: IO White Chris 46 39 

13 13 11 :13:50 Smith Damian 47 40 

14 14 11 :15: 17 Black Andrew 48 41 

15 I 11:18:49 Cardelli Beth 49 42 

16 15 11:26:49 Worswick Jonathan 50 43 

17 16 11 :27:55 Ellis John 51 8 

18 17 11:41: 11 Wiadrowski Toby 52 44 

19 18 11:50:02 Robinson Bernard 53 9 

20 2 II :51 :31 Quinn Julie 54 45 

21 19 11:52:56 Fist Andy 55 46 

22 20 11:54:23 Turnbull Chris 56 47 

23 21 11:56:44 De Monchy Dennis 

24 22 11:58:53 Bartsch Bradley 

25 3 12:00:31 Stephenson Shona 

26 23 12:04:25 Robetison Paul 

57 48 

58 49 

59 50 

60 51 

27 24 12:06:40 Dansie Lachlan 61 52 

28 25 12:08:46 Johnson Stephen 62 53 

29 26 12:11:21 Annett Noel 63 54 

30 4 12:13:24 Benson Bernadette 64 IO 

31 27 12:15:02 Keenan Brendon 65 55 

32 28 12:16:48 McClellan Darren 66 56 

33 29 12:26:20 Cuthbertson John 67 57 

34 30 12:26:20 McFadden Grant 
68 58 
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were bound to crop up. My longest 

run ever previously had been Kepler 
in 2009. 

The stairs in the last 3km were 
unbelievable. I felt like sitting 

down and having a cry; I was so 
exhausted. I just pushed and pushed; 
what other choice was there? I 
kept telling myself the finish line 
would come eventually. Crossing 
that finish line was amazing, it was 
finally over! Before the race I had 
been unsure if I could manage it 

in less than 14 hours. Well, I had 
put that worry to bed, recording a 

time of 12 hours and 41 minutes, 
easily getting a silver buckle. I was 
absolutely stoked! 

I really enjoyed TNF 100 and I am 
already planning to be back next 

year, with possibly a little bit more 
stair training under my belt! I highly 
recommend this race to everyone! 

Time Last Name First Name 

12:29:28 Imbert Mark 

12:30:45 Ormiston Michael 

12:31:11 Blackshaw Benjamin 

12:34:33 Costello Robeti 

12:35:41 Ness Bronti 

12:38:27 Baker Jess 

12:41:21 Bespalov Isobel 

12:41:22 Woolley Robe1i 

12:42:38 Harris Matty 

12:44:29 Chudleigh Craig 

12:46:51 Habets Daniel 

12:48:22 O'Donnell Kevin 

12:49:00 Baldwin David 

12:49:06 Nikolaev Nikolay 

12:49:44 Simpson Shane 

12:50:08 Howes John 

12:52:25 Kruk Joanna 

12:53:19 Brown Malcolm 

12:54:22 Sharp Louise 

12:56:10 Cuthbert Paul 

12:57:01 Wildig Rob 

12:58:04 Kehoe Dan 

12:58: IO Murphy Philip 

13:00:34 Gatt Phillip 

13:00:54 Robins Darrel 

13:00:54 Kirkbank-ellis Gordi 

13:01:16 Simpson Dean 

13:06:03 Olsen Paul 

13:06:03 Casey David 

13:07:35 Keith Susan 

13:08:17 Boorer Andrew 

13:08:24 Moncada Jordi 

13:15:47 Mason Rob 

13: 18:15 Donges Mick 



Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

69 59 13:18:33 Tooth Blake 132 17 14:28:51 Evison Jocie 

70 60 13:21:01 Williams Tony 133 18 14:29:46 Quinlan Meredith 

71 11 13:23:41 McConnell Bryony 134 19 14:29:51 Hemmen Jennifer 

72 12 13:23:41 Wynd Nikki 135 116 14:29:59 Greenwood Benjamin 

73 61 13:24:16 Bleakman Dan 136 117 14:30:58 Gladwell Paul 

74 62 13:24:16 Cockshutt Marcus 137 20 14:33:12 Sager Julie 

75 13 13:26:37 Morley Marcia 138 118 14:33:40 Watson Adrian 

76 63 13:28:29 Waddington Nigel 139 119 14:34:42 Speck Darren 

77 64 13:28:42 Tetley Stephen 140 120 14:39:21 Ward Joe 

78 65 13:29:18 Rodliffe Michael 141 121 14:40:46 Sharpe Rob 

79 66 13:29:37 Hughes Michael 142 122 14:45:26 Uhlik Petr 

80 67 13:29:56 Scott Peter 143 123 14:46:06 Walsh Christopher 

81 68 13:32:08 Jamieson Don 144 21 14:46:48 Best Natalie 

82 69 13:32:46 Phillips Josh 145 124 14:48:53 Henshall Ben 

83 70 13:36:03 Mooney Darren 146 22 14:49:05 Peach Elouise 

84 71 13:36:34 Parker Gareth 147 125 14:49:10 Musgrove Jody 

85 72 13:38:52 Newcombe Martin 148 126 14:49:41 Hanney Roger 

86 73 13:40:49 Webb Matthew 149 127 14:52:00 Westman Mark 

87 14 13:41:10 Gaskell Steph 150 128 14:52:18 Lucas Benjamin 

88 74 13:41:44 Gamble Malcolm 151 129 14:52:42 Rafagnin Matheus 

89 75 13:43:44 Atchison Shaun 152 130 14:54:08 Dyer Dean 

90 76 13:44:14 Pobre Erik 153 131 14:54:22 Stone Matt 

91 77 13:44:19 Rowe David 154 132 14:54:23 Malcolm Dave 

92 78 13:44:58 Hack Martin 155 133 14:57:07 Angel Tegyn 

93 79 13:45:12 Gullifer John 156 134 14:57:22 Hodgens Patrick 

94 80 13:45: 13 Harmon Shawn 157 23 14:57:37 Musgrove Charne 

95 15 13:47:52 Noble Mandy-Lee 158 135 14:58:24 Griffiths Brent 

96 81 13:47:52 Mattingly Rob 159 136 14:59:00 0 shea Matthew 

97 82 13:49:10 Bingham Stephen 160 137 15:00:32 Fourter Simon 

98 83 13:49:14 Noble Chris 161 24 15:00:46 Roubalikova Hana 

99 84 13:50:11 Wheeler Jason 162 138 15:02:31 Hawthorne Neil 

100 85 13:51:26 Johnston Craig 163 139 15:04:58 Pearce Brendan 

101 86 13:51:45 Boettcher Daniel 164 140 15:05:42 Trotter Russell 

102 87 13:51:45 Devlin Jules 165 25 15:05:57 Brace Kristen 

103 88 13:51:59 Peters Andrew 166 141 15:06:00 Cook Kermit 

104 89 13:52:54 Krake Mick 167 142 15:08:33 Huber Dan 

105 90 13:52:54 Clarke Adam 168 143 15:09:39 West Jason 

106 91 13:53:17 Juckes Richard 169 144 15:10:09 Salem Dan 

107 92 13:56:09 Amos Richard 170 26 15:13:06 Eisler Marita 

108 16 13:56:53 Campbell Amy 171 27 15: 13:21 Woodford Tracey 

109 93 13:57:38 Kocian Martin 172 28 15:14:25 Mackie Anne 

110 94 13:58:39 Evison Geoff 173 145 15:15:30 Cockshutt Todd 

111 95 13:58:45 Willis Brad 174 146 15:16:55 Nakamura Hiroaki 

112 96 13:59:17 Malecki Bart 175 147 15:19:02 Barzach Ben 

113 97 14:01:07 Kroeger Daniel 176 148 15:19:46 Knowles Robert 

114 98 14:02:36 Cunningham Steve 177 149 15:22:40 Wilson Guy 

115 99 14:06:26 Sherlock Matthew 178 150 15:23:16 Kirkpatrick Alan 

116 100 14:07:00 Batty Tom 179 151 15:23:34 Nielsen Toby 

117 IOI 14:07:31 Vasquez Alonso 180 152 15:24:36 Jesussek Mark 

118 102 14:08:09 Richmond Daniel 181 29 15:24:50 Torda Adrienne 

119 103 14:13:54 Morel Olivier 182 153 15:25:37 Everest Michael 

120 104 14:18:35 Lafargue Jean 

121 105 14:20:04 Kirk Nicholas 
183 30 15:26:57 Coppi 

Eufemia 
(Femi) 

122 106 14:20:12 Hayward Todd 184 154 15:27:37 McGrath Michael 

123 107 14:21:27 Cramey Cameron 185 155 15:28:49 McCann Joseph 

124 108 14:22:22 Glendinning Adrian 186 156 15:28:57 Barlow Nick 

125 109 14:23:38 Coles Aaron 187 157 15:28:57 Moloney Nie 

126 110 14:24:50 Heaton Kevin 188 158 15:30:06 English Dan 

127 111 14:24:51 Raymond Justin 189 31 15:30:19 Shadbolt Jane 

128 112 14:24:51 Gerber Grant 190 159 15:31 :18 Nobbs Andrew 

129 113 14:26:01 Richards Andrew 191 32 15:32:16 Simpson Belinda 

130 114 14:27:14 Alexander Tom 192 160 15:32:21 O'Neill Daniel 

131 115 14:27:30 Radford Beau 193 161 15:32:45 McKinley Ian 
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Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

194 162 15:33:35 Andrews Brett 257 211 16:18:31 Meyer Isak 

195 163 15:33:47 Stiberc Jonathon 258 212 16:18:51 Bartholomew Ashley 

196 164 15:33:48 Ellis Tim 259 213 16:18:54 O'Kelly Brian 

197 33 15:33:56 Maxwell Betsy 260 214 16:19:06 Proctor Warren 

198 165 15:34:10 Shar Greg 261 215 16:19:18 Mcintosh John 

199 166 15:34:11 Fowler Gordon 262 216 16:19:59 Stahlhut Bill 

200 167 15:34:17 Najjar Jacob 263 217 16:20:07 Muller Todd 

201 34 15:35:48 Eastment Naomi 264 218 16:21:01 Jurua-Ross Jason 

202 35 15:35:48 Cook Jodie 265 219 16:22:53 Schwebel Ron 

203 36 15:37:14 Lilley Allison 266 220 16:24:16 Craig Tim 

204 168 15:37:28 Ward Matthew 267 221 16:25:27 Dunkan Ian 

205 169 15:37:40 Squire Tim 268 222 16:25:44 Papadopoff Mark 

206 170 15:37:47 Willetts Roy 269 47 16:26:25 Reid Annie 

207 171 15:37:47 Whitefield Rory 270 223 16:27:00 Fraser Shaun 

208 172 15:38:18 Donovan Matt 271 224 16:27:04 Roberts Dane 

209 173 15:39:25 Hall Cody 272 225 16:29:11 Shepherd Ken 

210 174 15:39:49 Owens James 273 226 16:29:49 Sutton Brad 

211 175 15:40:27 Olivera Gus 274 48 16:30: 13 Cassidy Juliette 

212 176 15:40:32 Poxon Ben 275 227 16:30:42 Hardie Michael 

213 37 15:40:44 Mibus Tymeka 276 228 16:33:30 Smith Jamie 

214 38 15:42:55 Macmillan Katherine 277 229 16:33:40 Wickham Nick 

215 39 15:43:09 Wilcock Rebecca 278 230 16:33:58 Connor Adam 

216 40 15:43:51 Margiotta Gemma 279 231 16:34:45 Collin Keith 

217 177 15:44:56 Maffei Maurice 280 232 16:36:14 Weir Tony 

218 178 15:45:54 Malligan Shaun 281 49 16:36:14 Weir Sharon 

219 179 15:46:22 Redler Chris 282 50 16:36:17 Physick Angela 

220 180 15:47:23 Burke Ashley 283 51 16:36:58 Trumper Jane 

221 181 15:47:27 Pilkington Kane 284 233 16:37:30 Young Greg 

222 41 15:47:31 Briscoe Judith 285 234 16:38:27 Tait Chris 

223 182 15:50:20 Gregory Matt 286 235 16:39:46 Griffin Michael 

224 183 15:50:45 Riedl Arnulf 287 236 16:39:57 Hurst Blair 

225 184 15:53:44 Payne Marcus 288 237 16:40:41 Van Vuuren Werner 

226 185 15:54:36 Perring Craig 289 238 16:41:09 Gray Lachy 

227 186 15:55:09 Williams Glenn 290 239 16:42:48 Taylor David 

228 187 15:55:13 Hewat Andrew 291 240 16:42:59 Barnes Geoffrey 

229 188 15:55:18 Warren Christian 292 52 16:43:58 Grayson Narelle 

230 189 15:55:21 Murray Robert 293 241 16:44:32 Da Roza Simon 

231 190 15:56:00 Howells Ray 294 53 16:45:18 Szydlowska Karolina 

232 191 15:57:48 Standring Brett 295 242 16:45:29 Chalwell Scott 

233 192 15:58:21 Ault Stephen 296 243 16:45:56 Peyerl Robert 

234 193 15:59:46 Sime Martin 297 244 16:46:51 Adamski Brett 

235 194 16:00:33 McArthur Matthew 298 245 16:47:06 Mai Huy 

236 195 16:00:42 Proctor William 299 246 16:47:54 Darwin Adam 

237 196 16:00:49 Bowers Stephen 

238 197 16:01:10 Hunt Glen 

239 198 16:03:04 Richardson Stephen 

240 199 16:04:15 Joscelyne Robert 

241 42 16:04:56 Reutter Natalie 

242 43 16:05:18 Cameron Robin 

243 200 16:07:07 Markey Gavin 

244 201 16:07:48 Hodder Jeff 

245 202 16:07:52 Hayward James 

246 44 16:08:30 Kinch Justine 

247 203 16:08:37 Hammond James 

248 45 16:09:06 Vaughan Keri 

249 204 16:09:43 Wallace Greg 

250 205 16:11:04 Xuereb Brad 

251 206 16:11:33 Kane Stuart 

252 46 16:12:15 Dear Kirrily 

253 207 16:15:26 Newell Craig 

254 208 16:17:00 Van den Blink Rob 

255 209 16:17:46 Stockdale Mark 

256 210 16:17:58 Lovell Ross Pushing hard for a silver buckle! Photo courtesy- auroraimages.com.au 
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Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

300 54 16:48:39 Trask Emma 363 293 17:36:05 Walker Max (R.G.) 

301 247 16:48:59 Quigley Justin 364 71 17:39:02 Alirezaee Tayebeh 

302 55 16:49:52 Richards Jaci 365 72 17:39:59 Wayne Laima 

303 248 16:50:46 Lewis David 366 73 17:39:59 McBride Larissa 

304 249 16:51:33 Madden David 367 294 17:40:23 Bendall Gavin 

305 250 16:53:00 Lane Steven 368 295 17:40:27 Williamson Jon 

306 251 16:54:10 Horwood Lewis 369 74 17:40:50 Neubauerova Edita 

307 252 16:54:49 Goucher Jeff 370 75 17:41:09 Carroll Jenny 

308 253 16:54:57 Lauer Peter 371 296 17:41:56 Morris Chris 

309 254 16:54:58 Lauer Simon 372 297 17:43:11 Van Schalkwyk Dreyer 

310 255 16:55:06 Willers Mark 373 76 17:43:53 Jeon Tina 

311 256 16:55:40 Davies Stuart 374 298 17:44:23 McCallum Adrian 

312 257 16:56:10 Cronshaw Jase 375 299 17:44:37 Klitscher Paul 

313 258 16:56:50 Nicol Matthew 376 300 17:44:49 Gibbons Patrick 

314 259 16:56:54 Blumenthal James 377 301 17:45:24 Courmadias Nicholas 

315 56 16:57:13 Keen Elizabeth 378 302 17:46:03 Barlow Jake 

316 57 16:58:07 Reyntjes Wendy 379 303 17:46:22 Meenahan Andrew 

317 260 16:58:13 Gorham Gaius 380 304 17:46:45 Bray David 

318 261 16:59: 17 Butterfield Grant 381 77 17:47:08 King Christine 

319 262 16:59:17 Reeve Tom 382 305 17:48:06 Crowley Andrew 

320 263 16:59:56 Bradburn Michael 

321 264 17:00:41 Wood Nicholas 
383 78 17:48:12 

Montgomery-
Leigh 

Williams 

322 58 17:00:41 Packer Meagan 384 306 17:48: 13 Infanti Brett 

323 265 17:00:43 Kenney Kelvin 385 307 17:48:32 Lear Andrew 

324 266 17:01:23 Marshall Trevor 386 308 17:48:41 Taylor Jacob 

325 267 17:01:35 Hoang David 387 79 17:50:17 Morley Nikki 

326 268 17:01:55 Tan Jeremy 388 309 17:50:18 Arnold Craig 

327 269 17:03:40 Doyle Luke 389 310 17:50:29 Middleton Mark 

328 270 17:03:45 Enfield Scott 390 80 17:50:29 Middleton Rebekkah 

329 59 17:03:55 Walsh Kate 391 311 17:50:59 Dyson Lee 

330 271 17:05:57 Blessing Kurt 392 312 17:52:27 Blanchard Cameron 

331 60 17:06:39 De Zoete Rachel 393 313 17:53:47 Newman Taylor 

332 61 17:07:43 Armstrong Prasasta 394 314 17:55:16 Vazquez-Recio Luis 

333 62 17:08:40 Edwards Diane 395 315 17:57:26 Tan Sean 

334 63 17:08:40 Suckling Sandy 396 316 17:57:27 Neybecker Fabrice 

335 272 17:08:40 Mander Hugh 397 317 17:59:32 Holland Brendan 

336 273 17:08:42 Cartwright Michael 398 81 17:59:47 Zijlstra Carla 

337 274 17:11:09 Steedman Robbie 399 318 18:00:15 Yoon John 

338 64 17: 12:28 McCarthy Barbarella 400 319 18:00:55 Watson Scott 

339 275 17:13:12 King Brendan 401 320 18:03:33 Hitchcock Craig 

340 65 17:13:55 Hayes Simone 402 321 18:04:02 Lukritz Aaron 

341 276 17:13:55 Colagiuri Peter 403 322 18:09:01 Millar Geoff 

342 277 17:14:56 Patience Ben 404 323 18:09:01 Roberts Damon 

343 66 17:15:51 Wallace Natalie 405 324 18:09:27 Tierney Sam 

344 278 17:16:30 Connolly Byron 406 325 18:09:49 Sheedy Adrian 

345 279 17:16:45 McCormack Ashley 407 326 18:10:53 Fanelli Eden 

346 280 17: 18:03 Cameron Angus 408 327 18:11:21 Scott Steve 

347 67 17:18:04 Cameron Katherine 409 328 18:11 :21 Shoemark Paul 

348 281 17:19:06 Abrey David 410 82 18: I I :23 Orr Anna 

349 282 17:20:30 Miller Justin 411 329 18:14:39 Williams Andrew 

350 68 17:21:58 Laughton Justine 412 330 18:16:21 Bedzinski Ed 

351 69 17:24:21 Townsley Kate 413 331 18:18:33 Ross David 

352 283 17:25:23 Bailey Michael 414 332 18:20:27 Brooks Richard 

353 284 17:26:14 Griffiths Gavin 415 333 18:23:07 Briggs Colin 

354 70 17:26: 18 Woodward Tylana 416 83 18:23:52 Harvey Louise 

355 285 17:26:57 Gordon Jeremy 417 334 18:23:56 Cornelius Benjamin 

356 286 17:27:38 Major Ash 418 335 18:23:56 Allen Rodney 

357 287 17:27:46 Hahn Michael 419 336 18:24:06 Sullivan Dominic 

358 288 17:27:51 Blandford Paul 420 84 18:24:56 Woodland Sarah 

359 289 17:3 I :IO Glenn Andrew 421 85 18:30:41 Naughton Shahan 

360 290 17:31:33 Redding Mark 422 337 18:31:01 Stanton Daniel 

361 291 17:33:00 McCallum Mark 423 338 18:31:04 Millgate Marcus 

362 292 17:36:05 Isaaks Roger 424 339 18:31:08 Child David 
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Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

425 340 18:31:43 Carlton Mark 486 98 19:16:40 Brun-Smits Marina 

426 86 18:32:01 Jovanovich Marija 487 389 19:17:39 Silvy Kevin 

427 341 18:32:01 Sydney-Jones Phillip 488 99 19:17:53 Dansie Leah 

428 342 18:32:10 Kelleway Malcolm 489 390 19:17:53 Richardson Alex 

429 343 18:32:46 Hartnell Gregor 

430 344 18:33:28 Whittaker Matthew 
490 100 19:18:08 

Riemer-
Signe 

Sorensen 

431 345 18:34:33 Moulin Stephane 491 391 19:18:08 Lentz Martin 

432 87 18:39:37 Harksen Debbie 492 IOI 19:18:21 Janssens Wendy 

433 346 18:40:33 Tulloch Dean 493 102 19:18:39 Everett Briohny 

434 347 18:44:01 Hockings Peter 494 103 19:19:06 Newman Anne 

435 348 18:44:29 Francis Darren 495 392 19:20:08 Topper Kurt 

436 349 18:44:32 Munro Ben 496 393 19:20:14 Johnston Matt 

437 350 18:44:33 Hayward Kurt 497 394 19:21:04 Thomson Scott 

438 351 18:45:54 Meyer Bernd 498 395 19:21:16 Lock Steve 

439 88 18:45:54 Adam Carole 499 396 19:24:28 Facer Nathan 

440 352 18:46:36 Penny Ashley 500 397 19:29:08 Ukegawa Yasuhiro 

441 353 18:46:58 Funnell Ben 501 398 19:31:18 O'Connell Des 

442 354 18:47:07 Wall Hamish 502 399 19:32:48 Walsh Neil 

443 355 18:47:23 Vezey David 503 104 19:32:48 Bennett Kelly 

444 356 18:47:52 Nicholson Gary 504 400 19:32:48 Godwin Billy 

445 89 18:48:22 Holloway Belinda 505 401 19:33:22 Maclean Chris 

446 357 18:48:54 Gray Tim 506 402 19:34:27 Grindlay Symon 

447 90 18:50:05 Joseph Karolyn 507 403 19:35:24 Nandha lmroze 

448 358 18:50:42 Ewing Paul 508 404 19:35:33 Bolus Ryan 

449 359 18:51:13 Edwards Luke 509 405 19:35:45 Sputnik Sputnik 

450 360 18:51:56 Laurent Yannick 510 406 19:36:20 Yap Keng Loon 

451 361 18:53:59 Saville Rod 511 407 19:36:48 Dean Anthony 

452 362 18:55:03 Doran Blair 512 408 19:42:07 Hedges Jason 

453 363 18:56:21 Dagnell Adam 513 409 19:43:28 Thompson Dave 

454 364 18:56:34 Holloway Guy 514 410 19:43:37 Bell Matthew 

455 365 18:56:41 Austin David 515 411 19:43:40 Fry Gavin 

456 366 18:57:14 Mori Yutaka 516 412 19:43:41 Fry William 

457 367 18:57:34 Gleeson James 517 413 19:45:23 Saxon Brett 

458 91 18:58:16 Thorn Rebecca 518 414 19:48:08 Teodoro John 

459 368 18:59:07 McLaren Marc 519 415 19:48:27 Gray Steven 

460 369 18:59:56 Williams Tyler 520 105 19:48:35 Poh Seivland 

461 370 19:01:17 Tully Glenn 521 106 19:48:55 Egerton Thorlene 

462 371 19:01:32 Boocock James 522 416 19:48:56 Kavanagh Adam 

463 372 19:01:33 Salisbury Barry 523 107 19:48:58 Marshall Sarah-Jane 

464 373 19:01:52 Jones Dean 524 417 19:50:23 Weekes Jason 

465 374 19:02:05 Le Marine! Phill 525 418 19:51:11 Tracey Peter 

466 375 19:02:26 Yew Tyson 526 419 19:51:42 James Tony 

467 376 19:02:29 Edney Peter 527 420 19:52:00 Chin William 

468 377 19:03:25 Hirst Jonathan 528 421 19:52:36 Kiernan Tony 

469 378 19:05:19 Lay Sebastien 529 422 19:53:26 Kellner Anthony 

470 379 19:05:24 Wylie Ian 530 423 19:55:01 Dillon Tim 

471 380 19:06:17 Koch Hannes 531 424 19:55:07 Collins Kevin 

472 381 19:06:25 Hopkins Paul 532 425 19:55:38 Lube Kevin 

473 382 19:06:51 Murdoch Lincoln 533 426 19:56:40 Fare brother Kevin 

474 383 19:07:13 Gooding Ryan 534 427 I 9:57:37 Anderson Graham 

475 92 19:07:36 Baker Carol 535 428 19:57:38 Bormanis Mark 

476 384 19:07:44 Grady Chris 536 429 20:02:04 Dukes Paul 

477 385 19:07:53 Sellings Thomas 537 430 20:03:16 Dean Mathew 

478 386 19:09:20 Cupitt Bart 538 108 20:05:47 Mulhuijsen Jude 

479 387 19:12:35 Wilson Chris 539 431 20:05:51 Stevens Ronald 

480 93 19:12:52 Ames Courtney 540 432 20:07:35 Poynting Nick 

481 94 19:13:52 Leung Sherin 541 433 20:07:48 Tham Osbert 

482 388 19:14:16 Scott Andrew 542 434 20:10:11 Blessing Will 

483 95 19:14:45 Clapham Kellie-Ann 543 435 20:11:39 Searcy Angus 

484 96 19:15:28 Carroll Tanya 544 109 20:14:55 Cornwell Heidi 

485 97 19:16:40 Moloney Mallani 545 436 20:17:09 Cook Chris 
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Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

546 437 20:22:06 Eggleston Julian 592 472 22:53:55 Kenny Kam 

547 438 20:22:07 Robinson Philip 593 473 22:55:56 Blakey Duncan 

548 439 20:22:08 Carter Nigel 594 474 22:55:56 Michell David 

549 110 20:25:38 Fay Donna 595 475 22:55:57 English Dale 

550 111 20:25:38 Cross Alida 596 476 22:55:57 Donaldson Ian 

551 440 20:29:18 Collins John 597 477 23:06:43 Jeffrey Peter 

552 441 20:30:22 Skold Andreas 598 478 23:21:09 Anker Richie 

553 442 20:42:41 Hunt Martin 599 479 23:24:46 Hayes Anthony 

554 443 20:43:48 Braddon Mark 600 121 23:29:32 Birk! Nina 

555 444 20:44:00 McNaught Travis 601 122 23:30:21 Toby Dorothy 

556 445 20:46:06 Carey Duane 602 480 23:32:09 Short James 

557 112 20:49:59 English Kylie 603 481 23:36:59 Oliphant Gordon 

558 I 13 20:54:15 Mitchell Maxine 604 482 23:37:03 Rees Martin 

559 114 20:54:31 Montgomery Jane 605 483 23:41:24 Paterson Mike 

560 446 20:58:20 Johnston Von 606 123 23:41:24 Bower Sue 

561 447 21:00:43 Byrnes Michael 607 484 23:41 :24 Seelig Thomas 

562 448 21:00:44 Rigney Daniel 608 485 23:44:00 Davis Wayne 

563 449 21:03:25 Green Nathan 609 486 23:48:12 Cano Emilio 

564 I 15 21:03:26 Pilgrim Ashlee 610 487 23:48:27 Reid James 

565 450 21:05:49 Cole Stuart 611 124 23:54:53 Muller Tam 

566 451 21:09:19 Evans Darin 612 488 24:01:51 Blaiklock Ian 

567 452 21:15:02 Elms David 613 489 24: 15:22 Gooch Mark 

568 I 16 21:15:02 Howell Tegwen 614 125 24:22:31 Coad Sue 

569 453 21:19:55 Larkin Zacchmy 615 490 24:22:31 McColl Simon 

570 454 21:28:44 Legge Stuart 616 491 24:22:31 Coad Mike 

571 455 21 :29:58 Sanderson Jake 617 126 24:22:31 McColl Tracy 

572 456 21 :33:31 Mcpherson Brian 618 127 24:44:15 De Loryn Tania 

573 457 21:34:39 Roberts Neil 619 492 24:44:15 Mcleavy Guy 

574 458 21:34:57 Taylor Dave 620 128 24:44:15 Mcleavy Alison 

575 459 21:36:26 Lim 
Tian Seng 

Kenny 
621 493 24:55:20 Minett Liam 

622 494 25:06:36 Rogers Paul 
576 460 21:49:05 Taylor Jeremy 623 495 25:06:40 De Haas Keiren 

577 117 21:49:06 Poberezouska Olga 624 496 25:08:28 Fox Alex 
578 461 21:51:54 Longstaff Brett 625 129 25:27:50 Kick JenNifer 

579 462 21:54:09 Lees Greg 626 497 25:27:50 Hyams Mark 
580 463 21:57:53 Mackenzie Brett 627 498 25:29:47 Hawkins Frederic 

581 118 22:07:37 Cruse Cathy 628 130 25:32:53 Gillies Candice 

582 464 22:12:09 Weinert Glenn 629 131 25:32:53 Whinnett Ellen 
583 465 22:16:15 Shrewsbuty Peter 630 499 25:41:26 Myers Zalesh 
584 466 22:17:48 Lee Mark 631 132 25:51:16 Malavey Corrinne 
585 119 22:25:03 Bendall Raelene 632 500 25:51:16 Rutherford Rod 
586 467 22:28:24 Hemphill Ian 633 501 26:32:54 Snelling Nathan 

587 468 22:33:28 Schmith Peter 634 502 26:47:28 Anderson Vic 
588 120 22:35:13 Lefroy Emma 635 503 26:47:28 Hadaway Mark 
589 469 22:49:48 Pearce Billy 636 504 26:47:29 Farrell Anthoney 
590 470 22:49:59 Symons Byron 637 505 27:18:04 Rick Michael 

591 471 22:50:54 Siem 
Bj 'Barefoot 638 506 27:28:38 Szczudlo Joel 

Bj' Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

Hoka OneOne Kep Ultra 75km 
from Northam to Mundaring Weir, Perth WA, June 3, 2012, by James Roberts 

( 

At the end oflast year I completed my 
very first attempt at the 6 Inch Trail 
Marathon, a 46km race through the 
forest near Dwellingup. I had become 
hooked on running a year and half ago 

when my mate had encouraged me to 
sign up for an adventure race. I wasn't 
in the best shape at the time, and I had 

staiied training by running and riding 
as much as I could. I found myself 
always focusing on running further and 
futiher each time. I soon discovered 

the "runners high" and I was instantly 

addicted. The book 'Born to Run' 
futiher inspired and encouraged me to 
look at the minimalist side of running, 
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which helped prevent a lot of the 
injuries I had begun to face. 

Now that I was one ultra-marathon 
down, I started searching for my 
next challenge and that is when I saw 
Hoka One One Kep Ultra 75/100 
on the AURA website. There was 
some uncetiainty as to whether or 



James enjoying the moment. Photo courtesy- Rob Donkersloot 

running I had 
a good laugh 
to myself 
when I saw 
a chook on 
the footpath; 
surely I wasn't 
hallucinating 
already. A few 
kilometres in, 
after tackling 
some hills and 
sharp twists, 
I was coming 
second and I 
was trying to 
not lose sight 

not I would be able to compete as 
it is a fairly small race that could 
only accommodate 50 competitors. I 
stayed updated with the regular emails 
from the RD, Rob Donkersloot, and 
put my name down for the ballot. I 
was surprised when I heard that all 
67 people that had entered were able 
to compete. Rob had estimated that 
a lot of competitors would drop out 
before race day, and I knew there was 
no way I was going to let anything 
get in my way. Living in the Perth 
hills provided me with the perfect 
opportunity and environment to 
prepare for the race; however, along 
came the dreaded calf tears which 
soon put a spanner in the works, 
setting me back for three months. 
With the right amount of rehab and 
dry needling I managed to complete 
a few longer runs before the race. (By 
longer I mean 30km, which didn't 
give me much confidence at all!) 

It was a dark, cold and early 
morning as we began the drive up to 
Northam. It didn't take long before 
it all hit home that I would soon 
be running 7 5km from Northam 
to Mundaring and it seemed a lot 
further than I could have imagined. 
I began to wonder what I had gotten 
myself into. The race started at the 
river, in the heaii of Northam. There 
was a sense of nervous excitement 
from the group, and I think everyone 
was relieved when the sun rose and 
revealed a perfect day for running. 

When the race began I tried to stay 
with the leading pack, with Scott 
Hawker ( another 7 5km runner) taking 
off like a flash. I had always heard of 
people hallucinating after the 50km 
mark of an ultra, and after 200m of 

of Scott. I was slightly nervous at 
the possibility of having to navigate 
by myself, as I had heard the grey 
markers in parts were difficult to 
spot. When I caught up to him we 
had a quick meet and greet before 
I soon realised we were running a 
4min/km pace. There was no way I 
would be able to maintain this pace 
for 7 5km, so I tried to slow it back 
to 5min/km, while still keeping Scott 
in sight. During the drive up I had 
discussed with my girlfriend the time 
I would be aiming for and what time 
she would roughly need to be at each 
station. I had set myself the goal of 
being able to complete the race in 7 
hours+, give or take, depending on 
how my body would hold up. 

It was great to see Mark Imbe1i, 
anotherultraandrogaining champion 
who I had met at 6 Inch, marshalling 
at road crossings. He offered me 
some helpful advice, especially at 
the first aid station at 19km. He told 
me to run my own race and not to 
try and keep up with Scott and that 
at some point in the race I was going 
to be by myself. Those reassuring 
words stayed with me for the rest of 
the race, and I began to set a more 
comfo1iable pace. 

There were many points during the 
race where I had to stop and question 
whether I had gone the right way, but 
the sound of the traffic on the nearby 
highway, and the C.Y. O'Connor 
Pipeline, was a reminder that I was 
heading in the right direction. I never 
thought I would be happier to see 
those grey signs that seem to blend 
into the bush and then appear out of 
nowhere. It was hard to take in the 
amazing surroundings at times when 
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I spent a lot of the race focussed on the 
trail in front of me. A few kilometres 
before the second checkpoint another 
runner passed me, and after a quick 
chat we said some encouraging 
words and then he took off. 

Another two runners came in at the 
second checkpoint, where I had a flat 
Coke and topped up my bottles with 
Nuun tablets. One of them, Mick 
Francis, running in the 100km race 
and a favourite to win the event, and 
Oskar Booth, another 100km runner, 
both were looking very comfmiable. 
After leaving the checkpoint they 
soon passed me and I was now on my 
own again. At that point in the race 
I didn't know what distance which 
runners were racing, as the 7 5km and 
100km runners were on the same trail 
until the 61 km checkpoint. I had lost 
track of where I was placing until my 
girlfriend sent me a text to say I was 
coming 2nd, and to keep going strong. 
It gave me a big boost and I could not 
believe I had been running for 50km 
and my body was still holding up. 

The third aid station, and the last for 
the 75km, was a little taunting on the 
mind! When I entered the station I 
was instructed to run 600m up the 
track and then turn around and run 
back before I could check in. It was 
a slight blow to the body when I had 
run out of water and was in need of a 
quick boost of energy. It was the first 
part of the race where I was beginning 
to feel muscle soreness and my legs 
had begun to feel like wood. The 
volunteer at the station told me that 
Scott was 25 minutes ahead of me. 
I couldn't believe how fast that boy 
was travelling and at record pace! 

With only 14km to go I tried to 
quicken my pace but had to walk 
at times, which was probably the 
worst thing I could have done as my 
hamstrings instantly cramped, and I 
was beginning to walk like I'd had 
a hip replacement. I had to fight my 
mind and begin running again. So 
many thoughts were going through 
my head at this point in the race, 
especially whether I would attempt 
another long distance race and how 
hard it would be to have to run an 
extra 25km to complete the 100km 
race. The last half of the race really 
challenged the body with some 
'lovely' downhills which added to 



100km competitors on Eadine Road. Photo courtesy- Rob Donkers!oot 

the already burning quadriceps. The 
final 200m saw us climb a hill to the 
finish line. It was great to see some 
of my family and friends waiting 
for me at the top, clapping me in to 
the end. I couldn't believe that I had 
finished in 6hours 28mins, and it 
didn't take long for the cramping to 
set back in. Before it had all hit home 
I was whisked off to have my photo 
taken, looking at my all-time best! 

The scenery and landscape during 
the race was amazing and provided 
a lovely backdrop for photos of 
runners. The marshals directing us 

across parts of the roads were really 
helpful and great motivators. It was 
impressive to see so many passionate 
supporters and volunteers at the 
aid stations all cheering us on and 
making it a really special event. 

Scott Hawker had smashed his 
PB, and broke the 75km record. 
Not long after, Oscar Booth broke 
the 100km record and Bernadette 
Benson smashed the woman's 
100km record; very impressive 
especially after her 4th place at the 
TNF 100 just two weeks before. 

This race is a definite must on 
anyone's trail list. RD, Rob 
Donkersloot, and his crew know 
exactly how to put on a fantastic 
event. The following day the 
endorphins had set in and it wasn't 
long before I was telling people I 
had my eyes on the 100km race next 
year. Not what you expect when 
saying mid-race that the people 
running the 100km must be crazy! 
You know you're hooked to long 
distance running when you're in 
pain but you're still wanting to run 
further than your last distance. 

Hoka OneOne Kep Ultra 75km Hoka OneOne Kep Ultra 100km 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

I I 5:58:22 Hawker Scott I I 9:02:02 Booth Oskar 

2 2 6:28:19 Roberts James 2 2 9:07: 11 Simpkins Marc 

3 3 7:28:26 Meckenstock Matt 3 I 9:24:21 Benson Bernadette 

4 4 7:55:58 Rutherford James 4 3 9:41:55 Ralph Jordan 

5 5 7:57:13 O'Keeffe Mark 5 4 10: 11 :28 Francis Colin 

6 6 8:01 :19 Avecilla Marcelo 6 2 10:17:53 Duffield Katy 

7 7 8:14:27 Smetherham Glen 7 3 10:17:53 Duffield Michelle 

8 8 8:17:24 Kling Neill 8 5 11:09:55 Eva Tim 

9 9 8: 19:43 Kaesler Shaun 9 6 11:45:18 Fozdar Jamal 

10 I 8:21:59 Bowman Amanda 10 7 12:38:07 Donkersloot Rob 

11 2 8:26:39 Rees Jo 11 8 12:40:30 Wilding John 

12 3 8:26:38 Hefferon Beck 12 4 12:55:35 Ratcliffe Allison 

13 4 8:47:00 Jefferson Alexa 13 9 14:15:46 Wait Andrew 

14 5 9:11:37 Williams Kylie 14 DNF DNF Francis Mick 

15 10 9:29:01 Haustead Bruce 15 DNF DNF Penter Graham 

16 6 9:40:00 Letts Nicki 16 DNF DNF Moore Guy 

17 II 9:40:00 Vaughan Matthew 17 DNF DNF Wardrobe Richard 

18 7 9:45:52 Carnelley Julie 18 DNF DNF Deering Bill 

19 8 9:49: 11 Hagan Karen 19 DNF DNF Lampard Ray 

20 12 10:17:26 Dsilva Frank Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

21 13 10:53:09 Boggan James 

22 14 10:53:09 Brookes Chad 

23 15 11:00:15 Duck Eric 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 
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Macedon Ranges 50km 
AURA National Trail Championships 

Macedon Ranges Regional Park, Mt Macedon, VIC, June 3, 2012 

by Toby Wiadrowski 

Ultra running is funny thing; we 
tend to bounce along, just like life, 
not knowing if we're really getting 
anywhere but trying our utmost 
anyway. Sometimes it can feel as 
though we're running on the spot, 
not getting any better, but hopefully 
no worse. This is where I'd been for 
the start of this trail year. Seemingly 
working my butt off, but without 
the results to show the fruits of the 
training I'd been putting myself 
through. My training regime was 
now at an average of 120km per 
week, all of it in the Dandenongs 
where I live. Hills, hills, and more 
hills. The strength had to increase in 
my body, or so I kept telling myself. 
Time would tell I guess. 

It was a full program leading into 
Mt Macedon; the Rollercoaster 
Run on home turf in the hills, then 
three weeks later The North Face 
(TNF) 100, followed by Macedon 
two weeks after that; three ultras 
in seven weeks. I was really 
apprehensive leading into Macedon. 
I decided to have only five light
ish runs after The North Face to 
allow some kind of recovery before 
tackling the forever challenging and 
undulating course we were to face. 

A mountain race in Victoria, in 
June? Well, it's always going to be 
a wet course with just the question 
of how cold it's going to be on the 
day. The day didn't let us down 
with the temperature being in low 
single digits, and the mountain top 
resembling pea soup as we made 
our way up the Memorial Cross for 
Brett Saxon's race briefing, and a 
moment's silence before kickoff. 

The usual suspects were toeing the 
line; Damon Goerke, Kev Mannix, 
Dan Beard, Andrew Selby plus 
the usual non-regular "Smokies" 
that pop up for a race here or there 

and can really bring it on the day. 
Without Nikki Wynd running in 
the women's race, it looked to be 
a battle between Isobel Bespalov, 
Sam Gash, and Kellie Emmerson, 
with Kathy Macmillan to keep them 
honest. Selfishly for me, the best 
news in the lead up was that pre-race 
favourite mountain legend, Andy 
Kromm· had to withdraw due to 
work commitments: many silent fist 
pumps to greet this news. 

It was good to get racing. A group 
formed quickly up front with me, 
Damon, Kevin, Beardy and Dean 
"Smokey" Hembmrnw leading it out. 
Camel's Hump, a short shat·p climb 
at the 5km, saw Damon and Kevin 
edge away slightly. This is the usual 
with two such strong hill runners, and 
Dean, Beardy and I were happy to let 
the boys go: hopefully tire each other. 

My plan was always to run to effmi; 
forget the clock, look after my body 
and, with a bit of luck, jag maybe 
a 3rd place if I was lucky. The lead 
boys were gone and out of sight by 
over half a km at the 13 km mark; that 
is until the nasty 300m climb, where 
the trails were slippery and making 
the grind harder than was necessaiy. 
I was surprised to find they were 
only a few minutes in front, and I 
knuckled down to tackle this bugger 
without over cooking me. 

The trail tended to open up a bit after 
this stage and it felt good to let the 
legs flow through a mixture of single 
track, fire trail and even a km, or so, 
of pure bush bashing. Mt Macedon 
is such a diverse course with trail 
and environment forever changing; 
Eucalypt forest, followed by ferny 
rainforest, to cleared grasslands, all 
made the surrounds a pleasure to run 
through. Forever changing scenery 
makes this a stunning place to run. 

At the 17km markBeardywas feeling 
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the effects of football umpiring the 
day before, and dropped back a bit 
leaving me and Smokey to push each 
other for 3rd spot. The 20km marks 
the start of a 500m climb over almost 
3km of switchbacks. This part of the 
course is a grind, no other way to 
put it. Smokey wouldn't go away 
and was sitting on my tail the whole 
way. I could see Kevin up ahead of 
us, but I was more concerned with 
the whipper snapper on my heels, 
seemingly doing it easy. "50km" I 
kept in telling myself, "Gotta save 
something for the back half, so forget 
about Kevin and run your own race." 

The climb finally ended and, after 
a lap of the picturesque Sanatorium 
Lake, we were back on single track 
up to the start/finish area, which 
also signalled the 30km mark. The 
enthusiastic crowd and awesome 
volunteers cheered us through as we 
refilled bottles and bolted towards the 
Memorial Cross for commencement 
of the back 20km section. There's 
a mad 500m descent at the 31km 
mark, which we skidded and slid 
down. The typical Victorian weather 
had lived up to its tme form and this 
single track was slick with mud, 
steps and tree roots. These were my 
ideal conditions and I hammered this 
section, managing to really start to 
close the gap to 1 minute on Kevin, 
and leaving Smokey in my wake. 

A lot of fire trail greeted us at the 
base of the ascent and, although 
undulating, is quite run-able. Aid 
station reports revealed Damon was 
only 6-7 minutes ahead of us. Was 
I running well or was he feeling the 
effects of his rolled/black anl<le from 
TNFIO0 a couple of weeks prior? It's 
at about this stage of a race where you 
start thinlcing about your final assault; 
you want to push, you really want to 
push, but know it's a really fine line 
as a blow-up is still a real possibility. 



Rob Sutton staying strong! 

Photo courtesy- Da11dyRunne1:com 

At 40km I caught Kevin; he was 
having a low patch and I could see 
him struggling. He's a great mate 
and a tough racer, but you hate 
seeing guys suffer like this. My legs 
felt good and I made a decisive pass, 
knowing we'd be home in an hour or 
so. At 46km you enter the first of two 
disused railway tunnels, illuminated 
by only glow sticks, followed by 
a technical section of single track 
through an old mountain bike course. 
The short sharp jumps and bumps on 
the bike course did nothing for the 
tired legs and I was really glad to 
enter the second tunnel, marking the 
end of this draining section. 

My Garmin was pushing 50km by 
this stage, and I knew there was still 
a few km to go, including the 500m 
climb back up to the Cross. I silently 
started to curse Brett Saxon's name 
and dream of new private nicknames 
to keep myself amused, and to keep 
my mind off my now aching legs. It 
seemed to help, for a little bit anyway. 

The final aid station marked 5 llan, 
right at the base of the nasty final 
climb. Damon was only 4 minutes 
ahead, but Kevin had come good 
and was 10 seconds behind me. 
Bugger me ... this wasn't how it was 

Rob Hall pushing through the course. 

Photo courtesy- Da11dyRu1111e1:co111 

impossible, it was so slippe1y and 
my legs had wanted to knock off 
at 501cm. That's all we were meant 
to be running right? I could hear 
Kevin behind me; I didn't dare look 
around, just focusing on hiking this 
mongrel hill as hard as I could. As 
much as it hurt, the trail relented 
ever so slightly for only a space of 
maybe 20-50m, so I tried to jog. Not 
for speed, I wanted Kevin to see me 
able to run and try and crack him 
mentally. Either it worked, or his 
calf cramps got the better of him, 
as the gap reopened up again quite 
quickly. I've never been so happy to 
see the Cross again. The ground was 
heading down hill again and I knew 
we weren't far from home. 

The start/finish had been moved this 
year to a more central location, so the 
course took us past the old finish line 
(more mental anguish) and added 
another km, or so, to the course. I'd 
just stopped cursing Brett for the 
umpteenth time when bugger me ... 
there's Damon only half a minute or 
so in front. Going straight into stealth 
mode, I tried the old coyote and road 
runner trick. Like the coyote I failed, 
as Damon was onto me. It was OK 
though, as I was spent. 

meant end. I hit the climb and was The gap was only 25 seconds in the 
immediately hmiing. Running was end. Damon had gone looking for the 
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Kevin Muller keeping his feet underneath on the 

descent. Photo courtesy- DandyRunne1:co111 

old finish line and gone off course, 
explaining why the gap between he 

and I had closed so quickly. Kevin 
also decided to take the scenic route 
home and what should have been 

no more than a two minute gap, 
turned into seven. Dean "Smokey" 
Hem.burrow held out Dan Beard for 

4th place, but only by a minute; a 
great contest for both those boys. In 
the women's it was Izzy's day, with 
Sam Gash 32 minutes behind her, and 
Kellie Emmerson making up third. 

Ultra running is a funny thing alright. 
It teaches you there's no place you 

can hide. You get back what you put 
in, like life I guess. The hard training 
was really starting to show results ... 

finally. The guys I had always been 
20-30 minutes behind, I am now 
with. Having confidence in your 
running, as in life, is paramount. I 

now believe I truly can mix it with 
the best, and I've proven to myself 

I can do it. The national title is an 

honour to receive. A win by default, 
due to Damon not being an AURA 
member, but hey ... you can only 

compete within the criteria stipulated 
so I'll take it. Another fantastic 
event by the TrailsPlus Team, and a 
massive thanl(s to all the volunteers, 

you guys are awesome. 



Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Distance Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

I I 5:29:41 Goerke Damon 32 28 7:32:44 Compson Andrew 

2 2 5:30:05 Wiadrowski Toby 33 5 7:33:26 Cranston Sadie 

3 3 5:37:23 Mannix Kev 34 29 7:33:51 Josephs Derek 

4 4 6:07:03 Hemburrow Dean 35 30 7:33:51 Melchiori Tristan 

5 5 6:08:33 Beard Dan 36 31 7:37:25 Evans Owen 

6 6 6:15:01 Selby-Smith Andrew 37 32 7:37:41 Hetherington Mark 

7 I 6:15:01 Bespalov Isobel 38 6 7:39: 19 Cowling Gayle 

8 7 6:23:24 Lee Steve 39 33 7:41:47 Harrisson David 

9 8 6:24:42 Horsley Daniel 40 34 7:55:15 Beavon Christopher 

10 9 6:31:02 Cummings Drew 41 35 7:58:53 Sutton Rob 

11 10 6:35:07 Drummond Steve 42 36 8:00:42 O'Driscoll Chris 

12 II 6:37:03 Langelaan Dan 43 7 8:06:22 Hardman Chloe 

13 2 6:47:24 Gash Samantha 44 37 8:06:36 Streeton-Cook James 

14 12 6:47:24 Stowell Callum 45 38 8:07:59 Kew Greg 

15 13 6:50:17 Elliott Stuart 46 8 8:07:59 Barker Nicole 

16 14 6:57:47 John Michael 47 39 8:27:08 Connolly Simon 

17 15 6:58:39 Rogers David 48 9 8:38:36 Weatherly Clare 

18 16 7:00: 12 Swinkels Mark 49 10 8:38:51 Horwood Barbara 

19 17 7:01:41 Muller Kevin 50 40 8:40:19 Jansen Erwin 

20 18 7:02:05 Hall Robeti 51 41 8:44:09 Corner Stephen 

21 3 7:02:12 Emmerson Kellie 52 II 8:44:09 Stevens Terrie 

22 19 7:03:40 Nest Andrew 53 42 8:45:33 Smart Doug 

23 20 7:07:39 Davis Rob 54 43 8:56:48 Cleary Terry 

24 21 7:15:06 Palmer Daniel 55 12 9:00:26 McTaggart Kerryn 

25 22 7: 16: 16 Phillips Ben 56 13 9:00:26 Allan Eliza 

26 4 7:17:04 Macmillan Katherine 57 14 9:03:58 Maguire Cathy 

27 23 7:17:23 Allen Duncan 58 44 9:03:58 Meyer Bernd 

28 24 7:26:08 Crozier Luke 59 45 9:04:31 Kinder Neil 

29 25 7:27:40 Angel Tegyn 60 46 9:14:21 Talento Martin 

30 26 7:30:49 King Andrew 61 15 9:15:15 Marsh Susie 

31 27 7:32:44 McNamara Matt 62 16 9: 15: 15 Otto Liezel 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

Gold Coast 100 Superrnarathon 
pold Coast, QLD, June 10, 2012, by Marita Eisler 

I love the Gold Coast. It's noisy, 
has too many buildings and an 
increasing reputation for crime; but, 
despite this, the beach dominates: 
it's in the name - Gold Coast. 
When the man-made stuff gets 
overwhelming just turn your back 
on it and look at the ocean. 

The start/finish area had been moved 
from Surfer's Paradise to the quieter, 
less congested, Burleigh Heads. Half, 
full and double marathon options were 
added to attract a few more runners. I 
did my first half and full marathons 
at big city races and think I would 
have been much more comfortable 
at a smaller event like the Gold Coast 
100. There are very few distractions 
so it's a lot easier to concentrate on 
runrung your own race. 

It was good to see AURA President 
Rob Boyce at check in. He'd made 
the trip up to check out the course 
while running the marathon. It was 
also good to see a lot of familiar 
faces from last year, especially the 
interstate runners who'd come back 
again. The presence of interstate 
runners is what makes this a national 
championship; without them it would 
just be a bunch of Queenslanders 
running around in the rain! 

So, off we went in the rain. Out of 
the park, then up, and then down the 
Burleigh Heads hill and into the first 
check point (which was also the last 
checkpoint). I still don't know their 
names, but the ladies who run this 
check point are awesome. They were 
there last year; I remember them at 
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the 50km the year before, and I'm 
sure they were at Kurrawah '09 too. 

All the checkpoint volunteers at this 
race are amazing. They are usually 
out in the rain for 12 hours of more, 
and they never seem to run out of 
Endura; but I think Checkpoint 1 
has it a bit tougher. The other check 
points are in scenic locations in parks 
by the beach. Checkpoint 1 is a small 
marquee on the edge of the highway. 
There are no smfers to watch between 
the arrivals of tired runners - just 
waves of traffic and the empty car 
park behind. Maybe this 'outpost
like' atmosphere is what makes this 
the most supportive checkpoint. 
Whatever the reason, it was great to 
arrive there and, at the end, I was glad 
this was the last stop - I'm sure the 



cheers from the volunteers helped me 
up the final hill. 

After passing the first checkpoint I 
found myself running alongside two 
Victorians - Mal Gamble and Nikki 
Wynd. I knew Mal from last year 
and it was good to see him running 
even though he'd been injured for a 
while. He was running slower than 
usual, but did end up completing 
the 100km, proving that injury 
may slow us but it doesn't have to 
stop us. Nildd told me that this was 
her first road 100km and I think I 
mentioned that I ran my first road 
100 here too, and that it was a good 
course on which to do so. 

Sometime after this I found myself 
leading the women's race. This was 
a new experience because every 
other year Tressa Lindenberg had 
been out front and I'd just done 
my best to keep up for as long as 
possible. But Tressa was absent so 
I felt a little weird. In most races 
where I've led early on I've faded, 
then been caught and passed, so I 
tried to tell myself to concentrate on 
running well rather than holding the 
lead. By the 25km turn I saw I had 
about a 15 minute lead, so I figured 
I might as well try to stay ahead. 

It is fun to have something like this 
to think about in a long race. Even 
if I'm in the middle of the pack and 
not running for a 'place' I like to try 
to catch the person directly in front, 

or hold off whoever is behind. It's like a long time. He cheered for me 
not about 'beating' someone; it's too, and I cheered back. I wanted 
just a mind trick to get a better time. Martin to be able to hold onto the 
So I was enjoying the turnarounds lead because I empathised being in 
when I could see where the other the same position myself; however, I 
runners were. knew David from last year's race and 

Pam Muston and Natalie Wallace 
were pretty much neck and neck the 
entire way. Pam is about as calm and 
steady as you can get. After seeing 
her run here I am not surprised by 
her ability to run 100+ miles and 
compete in something as tough as 
Badwater. And Nikki - if you're 
reading this and were thinking I 
looked calm and strong as I waved 
to you at each turn, you should know 
I have quite good acting skills! 

Meanwhile, a similar race was being 
had by the men. I first saw Martin 
Lukes in the lead as he was heading 
out on his 2nd 25km. It seemed a 
long way to the turn and I figured he 
was about half an hour ahead of me 
- the man was flying. Race Director, 
Ian Cornelius, had offered $1000 
prize money to 1st male to break 7 
hours, and to the 1st female to break 
8 hours on the day. I didn't think I 
had a shot, but Maiiin seemed to 
be a contender. I gave him a clap 
as he whizzed by and he shouted 
a few words of encouragement in 
return; this was a recurring theme 
throughout. 

David Eadie came by about 10 
minutes after Martin; it seemed 

remembered how he'd caught Tressa 
in the final kilometres, after trailing 
for most of the day. David has the 
ability to finish fast and I hoped he 
could do the same this year. 

Each turn around told the same 
story though, Martin would come 
by and David would appear a long 
time after. That is until the final 
25km, when I saw Martin coming 
back down the Currumbin hill as I 
was on my last trip out. He looked 
tired but happy to be so close to the 
end. Shmily after, David came by 
again. By the end the gap between 
the top two men had shrunk from 
25 minutes to less than 2 minutes; 
exciting stuff. Maiiin did a 
tremendous job to hold the lead the 
entire race (not an easy mental feat -
believe me!) but what a finish from 
the "Running Man," David! 

Jason Dunn ran a well thought out 
race to take 3rd place in the men's 
event. He ran a conservative first 
25km, moving into 3rd place on the 
2nd lap, and holding that position the 
rest of the race. Another stand out in 
this event was Keith Sullivan's run of 
9:38:07. This puts him at number two 
on the all-time Australian list for the 

Marita Eisler working hard for a first place female.finish! Natalie Wallace and Pam Muston working togethe,: 

Photo courtesy- Michael Brown Photo courtesy- Michael Brown 
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60+ category. Experience definitely 
counts in the 100km. Keith's splits 
for each of the 25km were probably 
the most even of the entire field, with 
only ten minutes variance between 
his first and last laps. 

Like Martin, I held on for dear 
life to finish ahead of Nikki, who 
seemed to get closer at each turn. 
I think she closed about 5 minutes 
in the last 25km, so she did some 
great pacing in her first 100km on 
the road. About 10 minutes from the 
finish I paused to chat with the crew 
at Checkpoint 1. They were joking 
and congratulating me but as I left 
I looked back up the road in case 
Nikki was there. I couldn't see her 

Gold Coast 100km 

but it's not over until you cross that 
timing mat. I took Burleigh hill as 
fast as I dared and managed not to 
hobble too much into the finish. All 
the way through the race I believed 
Pam and Natalie would be equal 
third but they did end up splitting up 
somewhere in the last 25km, with 
third place in women's event going 
to Natalie Wallace. 

It was raining quite heavily when I 
finished, but runners were hanging 
around at the finish chatting about 
the run and watching the others 
come in. There was no cut-off at this 
event and runners were still out on 
the course after 12 hours. It would 
have been pretty cold by then. Some 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Place Place 

I I 07:44:21 Lukes Martin I I 

2 2 07:46:16 Eadie David 2 2 

3 3 08:33:11 Dunn Jason 3 3 

4 I 09:13:18 Eisler Marita 4 4 

5 4 09:18:03 Muller Kevin 5 5 

6 2 09:23:34 Wynd Nikki 6 6 

7 5 09:38:07 Sullivan Keith 7 7 

8 3 09:43:48 Wallace Natalie 8 I 

9 4 09:56:53 Muston Pam 9 8 

10 6 10:13:12 Marsh Ken 10 2 

11 7 10:16:53 Gamble Malcolm 11 9 

12 8 10:27:11 Smith Sean 12 10 

13 9 10:29:11 Moloney Nie 13 3 

14 10 10:45:03 Bishop Jordan 

15 5 11 :41 :18 Smith Cassie 
14 4 

people had had tough days. A lot can 

happen in 100km, whether on road 

or trail, and sometimes it's just plain 

hard. Congratulations to everyone 

who started, and I hope we can all 

run again next year. 

To anyone who hasn't run this race, or 

is looking to complete their first road 

100km, think about running Gold 

Coast 100 next year. There are many 

opportunities to do well here - the 

12.5km out and back format makes 

pacing easy, the course is relatively 

flat, and it's uncrowded, low key and 

held in a great holiday destination. I 

can't promise sunshine but the ocean 

is beautiful, regardless of weather. 

Gold Coast 50km 

Time Last Name First Name 

03:49:22 Allen Trevor 

03:57:11 Hopper Zane 

04:12:48 Swan Greg 

04:19:15 Foster Simon 

04:28:45 Ormiston Ian 

04:34:47 Marshall Kelvin 

04:46:24 Emr Mark 

04:48:01 Rahmate Delina 

04:56:14 Barrett Mark 

04:57:30 Dykes Alice 

05:32:32 Slater Keith 

05:36:41 Sinfield Peter 

05:41:23 Hill Karen 

06:54:24 Chan 
Karen Woon 

Cheung 

16 6 12:42:11 Brun-Smits Marina Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

17 11 12:45:54 DeNoma Michael 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

Sri Chinmoy 24--Hour Race 
, BI�cktown Sports Park, Sydney NSW, June 23-24, 2012 

"My no-shoe debut" By Robert Knowles 
It's 9.45am on a brisk sunny morning another on a growing list of things 
in Sydney's Western suburbs. I to contend with. 
am surrounded by a selection of 
the great, the good, and the as- The seed for this challenge was 

yet-untested from the ultrarunning sown in September last year. Two 

community. Unsurprisingly for marathon DNFs had left me keen 

someone making their 24-hour to cast out some demons, and I was 

debut, I am getting cold feet. And also looking for an opportunity to 

I mean really cold feet! For reasons fundraise as I'd been inspired into 

which I will explain, I had aspired action for an indigenous education 

to run this race without shoes; the charity, Yalari. An ambitious plan 
cold weather was just going to be quickly hatched; marathons weren't 
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working for me so I would run an 

ultramarathon. And I would do it 

barefoot. 

With no prior experience in running 

without shoes (I hadn't even heard of 

Born to Run), nor in running ultras, 

I decided to seek the professional 

advice of running coach, 

physiotherapist and accomplished 

ultramarathoner Dave Coombs. The 

first consultation and gait analysis 



Robert running strong! 
Photo courtesy- Prabuddha Nicol 

was very helpful to me, so much so 
that on my second visit three weeks 
later I eagerly informed Dave that 
my chosen race was the Sri Chinmoy 
24 Hour, and in it I would try to 
break two Guinness World Records 
for barefoot running: the Fastest 
100km Barefoot and Furthest 
Distance Barefoot in 24 hours. I 
respect Dave's professionalism 
in keeping a straight face when I 
told him this. To his credit he was 
nothing but encouraging! 

Back to the all-weather Mondo 
track, and fortunately the atmosphere 
amongst my fellow runners, their 
families, crew and the Sri Chinmoy 
Marathon Team was much warmer 
than the weather. With only a few 
ultras under my belt since setting this 
goal in September, I was still trying to 
marry faces to the names I had seen 
on race reports on the AURA website. 
Last year's winner, Trevor Allen, 
looked relaxed yet highly focussed; 
the legendaiy Sharon Scholz had set 
up what looked like a faimers' market 
stall to cater for her husband, Justin. 
I recognised Cassie Smith from the 
Caboolture Dusk to Dawn, and there 
were new names, too, like Bradley 
Carron-Arthur. When Brad, who is 
only 22, told me about his unsupported 
charity run from Canbena to Cape 
York earlier this year I was seriously 
impressed. I also immediately felt 
like I was in the right place; eve1yone 
here seemed to be drawn towards the 
more extraordinaiy experiences that 

life has to offer. 

The race began after a minute's 
silence, and all participants soon 
settled into a relaxed and efficient 
pace. It really was a tortoise and 
hare affair for much of the pack; a 
few of the rising stars, new to 24 
hours, went out quite hard but were 
not able to sustain themselves as the 
race wore on. Others, such as the 
deceptively relaxed Allison Lilley, 
crept up the pack and shook up 
the leaderboard from behind. The 
presence of a few "hares" might also 
explain why Daniel Taylor's little 
dog Rocky took off around the track 
at one stage, weaving between us 
runners like a wannabe greyhound! 

My race plan was to run as gently as 
possibly and hold on to 1 0km/h for as 
long as I could - to tty and break the 
100km Barefoot Record (1 lh42min) 
without incurring excessive damage, 
such that I could give anything I had 
left to then t1y for the 24 Hour Record 
(156.2km). Eight hours in and 
almost 75kms down I began feeling 
very optimistic ... 100km came at 
1 lhl 7min, 25 minutes inside the 
World Record! I was elated, not only 
for my 100km time but also because 
I had wagered with my sponsors to 
double their donations to Yalari if I 
broke either record. 

The second half of the race was more 
sobering; temperatures reportedly 
dropped to -3 trackside. There 
was frost on the grass oval and 
food and drinks became frozen; it 
was, however, the perfect serving 
temperature for Grant Campbell's 
race fuel of cele1y sticks. Having 
run TNF 100 in shorts and T-shirt 
five weeks earlier, I naively thought 
I'd be fine at this lower altitude and 
consequently didn't put my jumper 
on until the early hours (I hadn't 
even packed long pants). The cold 
took casualties throughout the night; 
Tamyka Bell had withdrawn eai·lier 
due to asthma, and several seasoned 
24 hour runners pulled up earlier than 
their form would suggest they were 
capable of. Not so for Mike Canty, 
however, this man-on-a-mission had 
gone out strong from the outset and 
had clearly been training with one 
thing on his mind - to qualify for the 
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Australian 24 Hour Team. I suspect he 
was doing us all a favour as it might 
have reached -4 that night if he hadn't 
been blistering ai·ound at such a pace! 

Sumise and the promise of warmth 
were well received by all who 
remained awake. I'm not sure I will 
ever experience another day break 
quite like it; I passed the 156.2km 
mark at about 7.30am, under orange 
sun light against a backdrop of 
frozen grass. My soles had lasted 
well (surprisingly I had no blisters) 
but ankles, shins and knees were 
now aching, bruised and swollen; 
all I could do was shuffle for the 
remaining 2.5 hours to put as much 
distance onto the second Barefoot 
World Record as possible. 

Congratulations go to all who made 
it through that night (including 
the lap counters), but to Mike 
and Allison in particular for their 
determined performances and 
subsequent National call-up. The 
24 hour will be remembered as 
a great day for the ladies, with 4 
strong female performances in the 
top 10 and Niboddhri Ward making 
a flawless debut as Race Director. 

As I wait for Guinness to verify these 
two new records, the question I am 
now being asked is will I run 24 hours 
barefoot again? Hell yes! Whilst I 
will happily keep running shod in trail 
races, I enjoyed the lightness of foot 
and lack of blisters that I experienced 
in this track race. The bruising and 
swelling disappeai·ed in a couple of 
days, so I believe bigger totals await 
if I keep on stt·engthening my soft 
"office" feet. 

The results of 24 hours and 166.44km barefoot! 
Photo courtesy- Robert Knowles 



Sri Chinmo, 24 Hour Sri Chinmov 24 Hour 

Cat Cat Cat Cat 
Rank 

Place Place 
Distance Last Name First Name Rank 

Place Place 
Distance Last Name First Name 

I I 210.829 Canty Mike 17 12 130.000 Carron-Arthur Bradley 

2 2 193.410 Allen Trevor 18 13 128.856 Richardson Saul 

3 I 192.168 Lilley Allison 19 14 126.514 Jordan Steven 

4 3 190.660 Scholz Justin 20 15 123.530 Taylor Daniel 

5 2 181.479 Smith Cassie 21 16 122.800 Melham Anyce 'Kip' 

6 4 181.002 Wright Paul 22 17 121.504 Armstrong Neil 

7 3 180.000 Tichon Larissa 23 6 120.834 Matthews Tavishi 

8 5 177.894 Le Marine! Phill 24 18 120.800 McClellan Darren 

9 4 174.896 Thompson Michelle 25 19 112.840 Metcalf Dean 

10 6 168.586 Murphy Jason 26 20 110.400 Blake Jonathon 

11 7 166.444 Knowles Robert 27 7 106.034 Hepworth Annabel 

12 8 163.862 Darcy Matthew 28 21 100.000 Pearce Billy 

13 9 152.000 Williams Mark 29 22 85.600 Cook Kim 

14 10 150.569 Osborne Robeti 30 8 80.400 Bell Tamyka 

15 II 146.508 Campbell Grant 31 23 74.400 Courtney Anth 

16 Chan 
Karen Woon 32 24 25.600 Dunn Jason 

5 143.758 
Cheung Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

Sri Chinmov 12 Hour Sri Chinmoy 12 Hour 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Distance Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

Rank 
Cat Cat 

Distance Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

I 1 129.477 Horvath Adrian 7 7 91.100 T hompson Michael 

2 2 123.514 Cooke Rick 8 I 85.067 Marshall Sarah-Jane 

3 3 117.521 Botha Wayne 9 8 2 75.699 Wiltshire Cathie 

4 4 112.747 Flak Agnieszka 10 9 53.624 Armstrong Callum 

5 5 104.568 Every Paul II 40.000 Gregory Wayne 

6 6 99.128 Molloy Brett Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

., Spiny Cray Ultra 
Mdu,nt Lewis Forest Reserve, Daintree QLD, June 24, 2012 

by Oliver Zambon 

Spiny Cray Ultra (57km) was the 

fifth and final event in Adventure 

Sport N01ih Queensland's "Dirty 

Northern Trail Running Series." I've 

been staying in Cairns since late 

Februaiy so have had the opportunity 

to compete in the last four races -

excellent organisation by the ASNQ 

crew; friendly and supp01iive 

competitors, and challenging courses 

in spectacular countlyside have 

made each event a great day out. 

Spiny Cray Ultra ce1iainly lived 

up to expectations. Beginning at 

sunrise, the out-and-back course 

staiis at Julatten Highlander Tavern 

and follows Mt Lewis Road, one of 

the few pathways into the mostly

inaccessible Mount Lewis National 

Park, to a turnai·ound point at 28km. 

The trail, a 4 WD-only dhi road, winds 

through mountainous rainforest, rises 

into "cloud forest" at 900m altitude, 

and reaches a peak altitude of 1220m 

(for a total vertical gain/loss of 15 50m 

throughout the course). Mount Lewis 

National Pmk features many of the 

highest mountains in Queensland's 

Wet Tropics World Heritage Area 

and is home to an impressive array 

of unique, endemic wildlife including 

giant blue eaiihworms, rep01ied to 

grow over 2m in length (some of 

the biggest in the world!) and, of 

course, the vibrant red and blue spiny 

crayfish. 

There are many trail races held 

within the Cairns region - possibly 

more than any other paii of 

Australia - and I have been enjoying 

competing in as many as possible 

by incorporating them into my 

training. As such, I entered Spiny 

Cray quite casually. My training 
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had been going well, however, and 

after a few weeks being flat-out 

with study, I was looking forward to 

a long run on an interesting course. 

Witnessing the stunning coastal 

scene1y as I drove along Captain 

Cook Highway to Julatten late on 

Saturday afternoon had already 

made the weekend a success in my 

mind - the atmosphere in this paii of 

Australia is really something special. 

After a decent night's sleep under 

the stars I was up at 4:30am feeling 

good, and pleased to have plenty of 

time (a luxmy I don't usually afford 

myself) to s01i my kit out, pack a 

couple of drop bags, drinl( a bottle of 

Gatorade for breakfast, and head to 

the tavern for registration. 

One of the things that I love about 

events like Spiny Cray is the down-



Mens Top 3 Finishers left to right: Karl Gurnik (2nd), 
Oliver Zambon (I st) and Arnulf Riedl (3rd) 

to-earth, laid back atmosphere. The Towards the halfway mark I started 
motivation is simply to experience taking a bit more notice of my watch 
the countryside, challenge ourselves, and calculated that I was sitting on 

and have a positive time. They are a pace ve1y close to Chris' record. 

community events made possible by Often in training and competition 

volunteers and a motivated core, and I don't like to focus too much on 

the emphasis is on getting people particular external goals, but prefer 

involved in the great outdoors. simply to try and run as well as 

ASNQ's website sums it up well: possible in any given situation; 

"Get Fit, Be Dirty, Have Fun." however, seeing the record within 
reach was tempting enough for 
me to abandon this approach, and 
my happy-go-lucky race became a 
quest to cross the line quicker than 
Chris had the year before. 

Race morning was nice and chilly ( at 
least compared to the coastal "winter" 
temperatures) and gradually a small 
group assembled near the start/finish 
line for a briefing by race organiser, 
and previous Spiny Cray record 
holder, Chris White. At sunrise we 
were wished well, stopwatches 
staiied, and the running began! 

After about a kilometre of gently 
sloping bitumen, Mt Lewis Road 
becomes dirt and climbs around 
650m to the first checkpoint (10km). 
Fresh legs and glimpses through the 
forest walls of a blue sky and rising 
sun made for an enjoyable time. At 
CPI I picked up a fresh bottle, left 
my t-shirt ( despite the cool morning 
I was hot by 5krn!), and kept moving. 
The following 18km to CP2 were 
undulating and sometimes quite 
rough underfoot - I tried to settle into 
a solid, maintainable pace, keep my 
fluid and fuel intake adequate, and 
mainly just relax and enjoy the ride. 

I'm not sure whether it was from 
a couple of hard training sessions 
earlier in the week, from sitting 
down for painstaking lengths while 
studying, or perhaps some self
inflicted tension created by deciding 
to pursue the record, but after the 
halfway turnai·ound my hamstrings 
began complaining like never before. 
Downhill was fine, but the lifting 
movement required on uphill was 
becoming increasingly painful and 
inhibited. As my uphill running 
slowed, I relied on "letting go" on the 
downs, and eagerly awaited CP3 and 
the final 10km down to the finish line. 

CP3 eventually appeared; I grabbed 
another bottle, picked up my t-shi1i, 
and kept going. By this point, the pain 
in my legs was probably motivating 
me to run faster (i.e., finish quicker) 
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as much as the prospect of a record 

was! Optimistically, I aimed for 4 -

4: 10 min/km over as much of this last 

section as possible, and often sat close 

to (and occasionally under) this pace. 

There was quite a bit of cheering as 

I crossed the line and I soon realized 

that I was finishing in the midst of the 

21km and 10km presentations. I'm 

still not sure if the cheers were for me 

or for someone receiving a prize for 

the other events, but in either case, it 

was a nice way to finish! As I walked 

from the finish line a few people 

commented that I hardly looked as 

if I had done any running, let alone 

57km. I appreciated the compliment 

but assured them that was not how 

I felt! (I later mentioned to Chris 

that I had hurt more in this race 

than in TNFlO0.) I was given the 

Spiny Cray elevation profile trophy 

and, after a couple of photos of me 

sporting my usual awkward grin, I 

was finally able to sit back and relax! 

Incidentally, I finished in 4 hours 37 

min, knocking IO minutes off the 

previous record. Chris' responsibilities 

as race organiser kept him from running 

this year but, if he had been, I'm sure 

it would have been an interesting race 

between us! I expect he could, and 

quite possibly will, reclaim the Spiny 

Cray record next yeai·. 

I would like to say a massive thanlc 

you to Shane, Chris, and all of the 

Adventure Spo1i North Queensland 

volunteers and crew who make 

these races happen. Another equally 

massive thanks must go to all of 

the competitors who, through their 

enthusiasm, determination, and 

positive energy, make these events 

as awesome as they are. 

Also a big congratulations to female 

winner, Katherine Macmillan, and 

to all who competed. 

" 

f 



Rank 
Cat Cat 

Time Last Name First Name 
Place Place 

I I 4.37.28 Zambon Oliver 

2 2 5.59.26 Gurnik Karl 

3 3 6.05.31 Riedl Arnulf 

4 I 6.27.15 Macmillan Katherine 

5 4 6.37.54 Campbell Peter 

6 2 6.43.28 Fincham Billie 

7 5 6.44.43 Fenton Michael 

8 6 7.47.33 Elms David 

9 7 7.50.49 Ford Cameron 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

H'omen s Top 2 Finshers left to right: Bille Finchman (2nd) 
and Katherine Macmillan (I st) 

3 Marathons in 3 Days 
Kuranfla-Cairns, Queensland, July 6-8, 2012 by Debra Gehring 

Three marathons in three days -

what was I thinking?! It's one of 

those things that "sounded good at 

the time". This was the inaugural 

event hosted by the Cairns Road 

Runners Club. I had no idea what to 

expect. At least I knew I would get 

to visit a pati of Australia I had yet 

to see, and I get three days on the 

trails. How bad could it be? 

Standing around at the stati on 

Friday morning in Kuranda, my 

nerves were getting the better of 

me. After having to pull out of 

TNF 100 at 54km due to a twisted 

knee, my level of confidence was 

at about zero. After a quick race 

briefing, the gun sounded and we 

were off. The race staiied on the 

streets of Kuranda before turning 

off onto the trails, and it wasn't long 

before the "pointy end" of the pack 

was out of sight. I settled into a pace 

and enjoyed the views. I haven't 

had the oppmiunity to travel to 

Queensland so the race provided 

a great opportunity to play tourist. 

The trails in the Tablelands did not 

disappoint. The climbs were, at 

times, brutal, but the views from the 

top were spectacular! After leaving 

the bitumen, we were in 17.5km of 

trails in the midst of a maze. Thank 

goodness the trails were marked; it 
would have been easy for someone 

to get lost. I finally arrived at CP 1 

and, after a quick refill and few 

treats, it was time for a little more 

bitumen. A long 5km and I was back 

on trail, which consisted of single 

track and dirt roads. Even the dili 
roads were better than the bitumen. 

There were several creek crossings, 

which made for a nice cool break in 

the warm weather. Day One ended 

at Cedar Park Resort. 

Up and at it again on Saturday 

morning. I was beginning to think 

I was in the movie "Ground Hog 

Day" - repeating the same day over 

and over. I felt surprisingly good 

as I got dressed and ate breakfast. 

A short drive to the start line at 
Cedai· Park Resort and I collected 

my number for Day 2. Day 2 was 

to be a loop, starting and ending 
at Cedar Park Resort. At the race 

briefing we heard the words "Today 

will be harder than yesterday. There 

is a section of hills - 9 in total. 

You know you have made it to the 

bottom of the hill when you go 

across a creek. This section ends at 

the second checkpoint - 27km." A 

collective groan was heard. Soon 

the gun sounded, and we were off 
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again. It wasn't long before there 

were more groans as everyone began 

feeling yesterday's run. It took a few 

kilometres, but the stiffness worked 

its way out. Once we turned off the 

dirt road at 7km, we were on 6km 

of track that was badly deteriorated, 

and made for an interesting run. The 

decision to run in the washed out 

areas, or go around, was constantly 

being tested. Once we passed this, 

Pamela Williams staying dlJ' at Clohesy River 

Crossing Day I. Photo courtesy- Cairns Road 

Runners Club 



Chris O'Brien at Copper/ode Dam Day 3. 

road with no room for runners. 

Fortunately, cars were moving 

slowly and very considerate when 

I met them. I hope it was the same 

for everyone. The climb seemed to 

last forever; finally, downhill. I was 

passed by a few speedsters who 

were only running Day 3 and a few 

that had been out there since Day 

I. They made it look so easy. The 

punishment I had inflicted on the 

two previous days meant my legs 

would only go so fast, but I was 

headed in the right direction so I 

kept moving. At the end of the road 

was CP2. I was back in civilization, 

so I knew the end was near. My 

stomach had had enough gels, so I 

was glad to get some real food. A 

quick run through the underpass of 

Cairns Western A1ierial Road and I 

was in a subdivision. The marshals 

were directing me to turn left, and 

as soon as I did, I was greeted by 

yet another uphill. Really? Of 

course the final two km were steep 

hills; with the final climb to the top 

of SOS Hill to receive my medal 

and a fantastic view of Cairns. I 

looked at my Garmin and came to 

a quick realization that I finished 

Day 3 faster than Day 1. A small 

triumph! 

Photo courtesy- Cairns Road Runners Club 

we were upon CPl at 13km. This is 

where I learned that THE hills were 

coming up and the next checkpoint 

would be on the other side of the 

hills at 27km. 

Climbing the hills, I was feeling 

yesterday's run. My quads were 

screaming with every step I 

took up each hill. The steepness 

prevented me from running at 

times. What goes up, must come 

down, though the downhills did 

not seem as long as the uphills. 

I lost count of the hills and the 

creek crossings. All I could do was 

put one foot in front of the other. 

Finally, as I crested yet another 

hill, there was CP2. I have never 

been happier to see a checkpoint. 

After refilling my hydration pack, 

grabbing a few snacks for the 
road and profusely thanking the 

guys for being out there, I was 

off. I knew the toughest part was 

behind me. While the final 15km 
was undulating and very runnable, 

my quads had taken a beating on 
the previous climbs. Even though 

I wanted to stride out and pick up 

the pace, my legs refused. I held 

it together and pushed through, 

knowing there was still another 

day. Day 2 was tough; the toughest 

mentally and physically. I crossed 
the finish line and immediately set 

my mind to recovery and Day 3. 

After a restless night, and little 

sleep, I was ready to go for Day 

3. My legs and body were holding 

up better than I expected. Day 3 

start was set at 7:00am for those of 

us who would be out the longest. 

Others could opt for the regular 

8 :00am start, while the fastest 
would start at 9:00am. The idea 

was to have everyone at the finish 

line near the same time. At the 

7:00am briefing we were told that, 
after we finished, those of us who 

ran all three days would equal the 
ascent of Mount Kosciuszko 1.63 

times. Good to know all those 

hills were not in my imagination! 

The gun sounded and we were off, 

leaving Cedar Park Resort for the 

final day. Even though we were all 

tired, we were in good spirits. We 

knew that, barring an injury, we 
were going to make it to the final 

finish line. The first 25km was dirt 

road to Copperlode Dam, with the 

first creek crossing at 4km. That 

was a wakeup call. The creek 

crossing is fantastic at 3 7km - not 

so much at 4km. After two days of 

trail shoes I was in my road shoes, 

since the final 17km was bitumen. 

After crossing the dam it was great 

to see CP 1. A quick refill and I was 

on to the road. 

31 runners started on Day I, and 25 

made it through to finish 126.6km. 

Each one of them was an inspiration. 

The camaraderie was incredible. 

Everyone was quick with words 

of encouragement and looking out 

for each other on the trail. Enough 

cannot be said for the organisation 

of the event. Kudos to Lorraine 

and Larry Lawson, and all of the 

volunteers, for the countless hours I 

am sure they put in prior to the staii; 

they were amazing. A huge thank 

you to all of them; without them, we 

Lake Morris Road is a winding, could not have been out there doing 

two-lane, uphill and then downhill, what we love. 
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Rank Cat Place Cat Place Time Last Name First Name 
Marathon 1 Marathon 2 Marathon 3 

of3 of3 of3 

1 1 11:28:56 Robinson Glen 4:01:20 3:49:33 3:38:03 

2 2 12:13:34 Carter Ben 4:21:12 4:04:40 3:47:42 

3 3 13:22:53 Gurnick Karl 4:57:00 4:24:14 4:01:39 

4 4 13:54:15 Baker Matt 4:59:56 4:46:59 4:08:20 

5 5 13:57:33 Lawson Larry 4:50:00 4:52:12 4:15:21 

6 6 14:19:34 Fenton Mike 5:05:42 4:56:27 4:17:25 

7 7 14:43:04 Yeoman Scotty 5:07:43 5:06:12 4:29:09 

8 8 15:15:03 McCord Lindsay 6:09:23 5:06:40 4:02:20 

9 9 15:37:40 O'Brien Chris 5:26:10 5:22:48 4:49:42 

10 10 15:37:40 Jones David 5:26: 10 5:22:48 4:49:42 

II I 15:40:10 Bromley Fleur 6:09:40 5:10:42 4:19:48 

12 11 16:08:27 Flores Edwardo 5:39: 16 5:14:51 5:14:20 

13 12 16:12:40 Ryan David 6:09:24 5:21:50 4:41:26 

14 13 17:01:27 Connor Adam 6:00:23 5:49: 15 5:10:44 

15 2 17:08:58 Lawson Lorraine 5:51:15 6:02:14 5:15:29 

16 3 17:12:02 Trumper Jane 6:09:24 5:52:08 5:10:30 

17 14 17:57:11 Elms David 6:30:36 6:00:12 5:26:33 

18 15 18:07:22 Harrison Neil 6:12:23 6:26:48 5:28:11 

19 16 18:26:20 Brydon Steven 6:12:19 6:31:25 5:43:36 

20 17 18:34:47 Ferris Jason 6:12:23 6:26:48 5:55:36 

21 4 18:55:27 Williams Pamela 6:40:50 6:31:25 5:43:12 

22 18 18:55:31 Watson Pete 6:09:24 6:26:48 6:19:19 

23 19 19:31:44 Titmus Steven 6:55:53 7:04:01 5:31:52 

24 5 21:27:35 Gehring Debra 7:05:10 7:57:26 6:24:59 

25 6 23:17:33 Moll Debbie 8:07:30 8:33:33 6:36:30 

26 7 - Smith Corinne 5:32:07 5:25:23 DNS 

27 20 - Bekker Jan 5:50:35 DNS 4:29:14 

28 8 - Viviers Marlize 5:50:35 DNS 4:29:19 

29 21 - Brown Mark 5:30:33 DNS 4:20:57 

30 22 - Cooper Josh 5:18:52 DNS DNS 

31 23 - Spinks Rod 6:17:50 DNS DNS 

32 24 - Fearon Keith DNF NIA NIA 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

Adelaide 6/12/24 Hour 
,,, 

Adelaide\:�Jniversity Sports Field, North Adelaide, SA, July 14-15, 2012 

Adelaide. City of churches? 

Universities? Ultra-running? Well 

ultra-running now anyway, after the 

terrific success of the SARRC 24 

Hour event. With the professional 

management and delive1y of the 

event by Ben and his team I'd be a 

bit worried about having limitless 

entries in 2013. I wonder if he's yet 

informed the local council that they 

might need to increase the width of 

the track. Hmm? 

Anyway, Shaz, Jas and I arrived in 

this magnificent and relaxed city at 

5pm on the Friday, having left home 

in NE Victoria at 6am. We enjoyed 

an easy drive over and quickly 

settled into our dive of a motel. 

by Justin Scholz 

I'll not mention its name because 

I'm trying hard to erase it from my 

memo1y. I didn't visit the course 

as I figured that being a walker it 

wouldn't really matter much. My 

target of 160km wasn't going to be 

upset by the course; nor the weather, 

nor really anything else external 

actually. The only thing that would 

upset it would be that squishy grey / 

beige matter between my ears. 

My journey to 100 miles as a walker 

was relatively straight-forward in 

the end. I was awake about 5am 

Saturday, had some crumpets with 

honey and coffee, and continued 

to rest by reading and watching 

the highlights show of the Tour de 
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France. We eventually made it to 

base camp about 8:30am. The first 

thing I noticed was Mal Gamble 

and Kev Muller whizzing around, 

followed shortly after by a shuffling 

Dave Brelsford. Seeing these guys 

movmg made me itchy to get 

started. 

My body was feeling good and, 

whilst a touch nervous, I was 

also optimistic. 160.7ish km just 

didn't seem that impossible with 

my general fitness. Although as 

I'd never walked more than 3 5km 

before, I really had no idea what 

I was in for. I had done a 3 Olan 

session once at about 7:00 min/Ian 

pace so knew I had speed, but there 



Justin focused on the task at hand. Photo courtesy- Michael Slagter 

was no way I could go at that speed 

at the start of a 24 hour attempt. And, 

like my running, I had no idea how 
the mental focus, fatigue, boredom, 
and increasing levels of pain and 

discomfit, would affect me. 

Prior to putting on my race shoes 

I filled each sock with a packet of 
"Blister Guard" hoping that this 
would delay the onset of blisters. 

I've never done an event 100km, or 

longer, where I haven't had serious 

blisters and thought that this was 
as good an opportunity to try that 

approach as any. I had only tried the 

stuff in training once, using it for a 

5km run and then later in the day 

for a 10km walk, and a good hard 
cycle session later than that again. 
At the end of the day the feet were 

fine, but then that volume would 

never normally present issues and 
I couldn't be sure that the blister 

guard had made any real difference. 
(I still ended up with blisters that 
had to be taped, initially, at the 3 

hour mark and this wasn't what 

I was looking for that early in the 
piece.) The toes were fine, but the 

heels were feeling the impact and 

I chose the wrong socks cut too 
low. This my seventh or eighth 24 

hour attempt of some description, 
but still making stupid mistakes. 

The race started at 1 0am as 

scheduled. By that stage there was 
the slightest mist in the air and the 
track was wet and covered with 
puddles on the shortest line. This 
in-itated me as I automatically 
gravitate to that shortest line, and 
not knowing if I could make 100 

miles or not, I didn't want to have to 
walk any extra distance. Nothing I 
could do about it though, of course. 

My early pace was brilliant. 
Generally about 7: l 5min/km and 
thus 2.2km "laps" about 16:00 mins 
apiece. This was even quicker a 
start than I'd hoped, but I wasn't 
going to try to deliberately slow 
down as it was "comfortably hard"; 

it felt sustainable. Sustainable at that 
point anyway, of course! Early on I 
had shin splints, but with every hard 
walk I've done in the last 2 weeks 
I've felt this. Usually it goes away 
by about the 4-6km point, and this 
again proved to be the case. I was 

a touch nervous about that being an 
issue later on the event, but having 
finished now it is clear that the shins 
were no worse by the finish than 
just about anywhere else. Including 
the elbows even, which were aching 
like mad, and my hands which were 
swollen to about double their size 
due to the swinging arm action. A 

good thing I managed to get my 
wedding ring off at about the 2 
hour mark - already my hand was 
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swollen badly and it took me nearly 
a full 2.2km lap to squeeze the skin 
through. 

I had no idea whatsoever what was 
going on around me. The TV being 
used to display the laps as people 
passed under the electronic gantry 
was brilliant, but it was too small to 
read on the way past. I didn't want to 
stop and look at it and risk a double 
"beep", which might have upset 
the apple cart later in the event. 
Being the only nominated "walker" 
it didn't matter where I was in the 
field and really this was simply for 

a personal challenge. I did hear the 
odd "Good on you J", and similar, 
and also tried to encourage others 
as they passed as much as I could. 
Actually later on in the race it was 
me encouraging others as I passed 
them and hearing the "Keep going J" 
after that. I must say, selfishly, that 
there is some satisfaction in walking 
past people that are running. I hate 
to be chauvinistic, but I wonder if 
that's how some ladies feel when 
they tear past the men in some of 

these things too. Indeed, something 
to ponder. 

At the 6 hour mark I was smack 
on 48km and, whilst already fairly 
sore in some areas, I knew my pace 
was good enough to be building a 
huge buffer ifl needed a major stop, 
or if I became so sore that I had to 
reduce my pace to the ridiculous. 
I wasn't prepared to rest on my 
laurels at that stage though, and so 
I continued to push. This pushing in 
part was fear-based; I was worried 
that if I had a few slower laps then 
either I might not be able to speed 
up again, or something might go 

wrong as a result of the slower 
pace. Sounds odd perhaps, but with 
Shaz and I having now done about 
15 24 hour events between us, we 

believe that boredom can lead to 
nausea, lack of mental control and 
focus, and tiredness, amongst other 
more "physical" problems, such as 
different muscles being engaged 
which lead to sharp pain and or 



cramps I aching. 

So I pushed; not unsustainably hard, 
but hard enough that I was forced 
to concentrate and remain focused. 
This all resulted in a 12 hour split 

of about 93.4km. I was really happy 
with that as my planning suggested 
that I'd get 90+ in 12 hours. Might 

have seemed like a big call to some 
as that number in itself is a very 
credible 12 hour walk distance, 
but my training and general fitness 
allowed me to believe it was 
possible. My HR in that first 12 
hours seemed to hover between 
132 and 138; generally right in 

the middle of that range. It's lucky 
that I am fit because running at that 
intensity usually gives me a pace on 
the flat of about 5: 30 min/km, rather 
than the 7:30 - 8:00 min/km pace 
that I get walking. This walking 
business is tough. 

At 11 hours (9pm) Shaz and Jas went 
off to bed. This was pre-planned 
and a good chance for me to be able 
to focus on my own needs and not 
use the opportunity to slacken off or 
quit. I've had "mind space" issues 
with these events before and wanted 

to again prove (after Sydney) that I 
could stick it out even when under 
pressure or in suffering. 

At 12 hours 50 minutes in I stopped 
for 10 minutes and applied sticking 
plaster to my right foot where a 
blister had popped on the outer side 
of the heel. This was really difficult 
as I couldn't reach my feet properly 

due to the pain in my legs. It was 
also drizzling slightly (again) and 

I had virtually no light. Shaz was 
good enough to leave one of our 
bicycle headlights switched on in 
the medicine pack, but the batteries 
must already have been a bit 
weak and so the light was useless. 
Suddenly I felt quite nauseous and 
tired; but I was not going to wake 

Shaz. I had enough of a buffer that I 
should be able to get through this. I 
also wanted Shaz to be proud of me 
and satisfied with the distance I'd 
covered during her absence. I think 

I managed 7km/hour while she was 
sleeping; not bad for walking and in 
tetTible pain. (And also mainly deep 
into the second half of the event.) 

Eventually I made it through the 
night and I saw Sharon's bright 
face again. I was now confident of 
making that 100 miles. At the 18 
hour point (I think) I needed about 
15km to reach 100 miles. I knew 
this should be simple enough, but 
those thoughts of what can go wrong 
when you intentionally slow down 
staiied to plague me. And, even in 
awful pain and nearly delirious, 
I continued to push hard and was 
doing better than 6.5km/hour. 

Finally I reached the 100 miles 
target in 22:09. Chuffed, to say the 
least. I feel quite proud and honored 
to have become a Centurion and 
look forward to receiving official 
recognition of this. I finished the 
lap I was on and then another full 
2.2km lap, at a much slower pace 
and in agony, and then called it a 
day. I'd made my target and that 
was the focus - not the full 24 hours 
unless needed. 

Thanks to Ben (Yumigo) and the 
SARRC team for even letting me 
start. I knew I couldn't sensibly 
enter the Adelaide event prior to 
doing Sydney just 3 weeks ago. I 

checked the fields from 2011 and 

figured that getting a place two 

weeks out wouldn't be an issue. 

Such is the lure of 24 hour events 

at the moment, and the quality of 

the SARRC event, that I realised 

the field was full when on the 

Wednesday after Sydney I sent Ben 

an email. Fo1iunately a spot became 

available for me on the Thursday 

and so I still had time to prepare 

mentally, arrange the family and 

time off work etc. Thanks Ben and 

SARRC. 

Tim Erickson was also very 

generous in allowing me to attempt 

this distance "officially" as a walker. 

He made all the calls and ensured 

that people were available at the 

event to scrutinise my style, and 

generally offer advice. This came 

in the most paii from David Billett, 

who was also entered in the 24 hour. 

As I was number 29 and David was 

number 30, I wondered if he ended 

up entering just so he could help me 

to achieve my goal. David's advice 

and supp01i during the event was 

welcomed and I appreciated it. At 

future events though, I'll have to 

work out how to get the inside line 

when walking with Dave; somehow 

I always seemed to be on the wide 

line. Must be his superior race craft! 

Photo courtesy- Aiichael Slagter 
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Shaz and Jas too were awesome, as 

always. Shaz did everything she could 

to encourage me and provide support. 

Jas, too, really is the apple of my eye 

and I feel privileged to have her as 

a part of my life. She accompanied 

me for a lap at one stage and chatted 

at me incessantly, as she does, but 

afte1wards all I could do was smile 

and ask if I'd want her to be any 

other way. Her vibrancy, enthusiasm 

and generally passionate approach 

to life are what help to make her the 

wonderful person she is. 
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At the presentation I received a nice 

surprise from David. Apparently I 

am the first Australian-born male 

to complete a Centurion walk and a 

Adelaide 24 Hour 

Distance Last Name First Name Rank 
Cat Cat 

Place Place 

182.303 Riedl Arnulf I I 

175.668 Vaughan Emma 2 2 

171.745 Collins Tony 3 3 

170.731 Billett David 4 4 

170.679 Tottey Graham 5 I 

163.900 Laffan Carl 6 5 

163.900 Scholz Justin 7 6 

161.700 Thorne Olivia 8 7 

160.466 Brooks Colin 9 8 

153.782 Smart Doug 10 9 

151.572 Savage Zac II 10 

146.840 Chan 
Karen Woon 

Cheung 
12 11 

13 12 
137.500 Barnett Sarah 14 2 
132.627 Saxon Brett 15 13 
131.350 McColl Tracy 16 3 
129.149 Coad Sue 17 14 
112.400 Coad Mike 18 4 
110.559 Edwards David 19 15 
109.171 Skvaril V lastislav 20 16 
106.700 Maffei Maurice 21 17 
102.300 Willoughby Rebekah 22 18 
100.690 Worley Sue 23 19 
100.106 McMillan Malcolm 24 5 
71.500 Francis Mick 25 20 
67.100 Rogers Paul 26 21 
64.269 Schroeder James 

40.700 Horwood Lewis 
27 6 

34.100 Schroeder Sarah 28 22 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 29 7 

30 23 

Adelaide 12 Hour 31 24 

Cat Cat 
Distance Last Name 

First 

Place Place Name 

32 25 

33 26 

I 25.19 Cooper Matt 

I 124.572 Muller Kevin 

34 27 

35 8 

2 124.093 Gamble Malcolm 36 28 

200km run in 24 hours. This can be 

added to Sharon and myself being 

the only Australian husband and 

wife to have each completed 200km 

runs in 24 hours. Chuffed! 

Editors note: Justin is actually the 
first Australian-born person (of 
either gender) to complete a 100 mile 
walk and 200km run in 24 hours. 

Adelaide 6 Hour 

Distance Last Name 
First 

Name 

76.354 Staehr David 

68.817 Muller Kevin 

66.741 Worley Brett 

64.403 Gamble Malcolm 

64.016 Savage Kate 

62.565 Tutty Peter 

61.986 Tempest Gavin 

61.579 Mills Andrew 

60.494 Miller Lachlan 

58.545 Ambrosino Giovanni 

58.300 Ralph Ashley 

58.172 Carson Max 

57.444 Osborn Chris 

56.247 Macmillan Katherine 

55.953 Toolan Ryan 

53.456 Piantadosi Lee 

52.593 Finlay Stephen 

52.587 Smythe Lynn 

52.400 Williams Kym 

52.200 Lahnstein Marko 

51.700 Cleary Terry 

49.613 Kappeller Tony 

48.941 Pannell Cliff 

48.193 Mitchell Teresa 

47.300 Brelsford David 

46.534 Michell David 

46.033 
Birken-

Carrie 
Maddock 

45.100 Colbe1i Shane 

44.064 D'Alessandro Anna 

42.900 Donnelly James 

42.900 Mills Adrian 

36.300 McBride Barry 

34.100 Blakey Duncan 

31.900 Ormond-Allen Trent 

31.900 Tape Nicole 

24.362 Saxon Tom 

3 3 102.641 Ralph Ashley Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

4 I 101.578 Smythe Lynn 

5 4 100.181 Cleary Terry 

6 2 98.126 Macmillan Katherine 

7 5 93.426 Osborn Chris 

8 6 93.200 Pannell Cliff 

9 7 92.112 Toolan Ryan 

10 8 90.198 Kappeller Tony 

II 9 86.013 Brelsford David 

12 10 80.300 Staehr David 

13 3 64.900 Piantadosi Lee 

14 11 51.700 Donnelly James 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 
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Rank 
Cat Cat 

Distance 
Place Place 

1 1 7:31:10 

2 1 8:34:48 

3 2 8:57:45 

4 3 8:59:20 

5 2 9: 17:51 

6 4 9:22:01 

7 5 9:26:03 

8 6 9:31 :52 

9 7 9:37:47 

10 3 9:44:25 

II 4 9:52:41 

12 8 9:53:05 

13 5 9:53:05 

14 80k 11:39:59 

15 75k* 8:26:25 

16 75k* 8:31 :53 

17 75k* 8:53:13 

You Yangs 80km 
July 22 2012, Little River, VIC 

Last Name 
First 

Name 
Rank 

Cat Cat 
Distance 

Place Place 

Mannix Kevin 18 75k* 8:53:13 

Wynd Nikki 19 70k** 8:48:57 

Selby-Smith Andrew 20 70k** 9:04:34 

John Michael 21 70k** 9:41:36 

Wallace Natalie 22 50k 3:30:45 

Drummond Steve 23 50k 5:38:20 

Drew Glenn 24 50k 6:24:33 

Melchiori Tristan 25 50k 6:37:06 

Muller Kevin 26 50k 7:31 :10 

Barker Nicole 27 50k 7:57:00 

Copp Felicity 28 50k 8:34:20 

Evans Owen 29 30k 2:45:08 

Cowling Gayle 30 30k 3:26:42 

Maguire Cathy 31 30k 3:46:15 

Cook Victor 32 30k 3:51:32 

Last Name 
First 

Name 

McCann Joseph 

Mitchell Scott 

Josephs Derek 

Bell Matty 

Smith Sean 

Marcus Simon 

Alirezaee Tayebeh 

Macmillan Katherine 

Esparon Nat 

Lim Jon 

Stevens Terrie 

Cooke Rick 

Hall Robert 

Siemonek Amie 

Perkins Sarah 

Edwards Michael Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 

Hudec Peter 

The Kokoda Challenge 
July 14-15 2012 Gold Coast, QLD 

With 1 00s of teams, and over 1700 individuals in this race, 1ve have elected to show only the results of the teams 

that contained AURA members. For full results, please see the Kokoda Challenge website. 

Category "Cat Cat Place Distance Last Name First Name 

Mixed 1 14:05:36 The Pollyannas Bartsch Brad 

Mixed 2 14:05:38 The Pollyannas Noble Mandy-Lee 

Mixed 3 14:05:44 The Pollyannas Moloney Nie 

Mixed 4 14:05:46 The Pollyannas Noble Chris 

Mixed 87 27:10:05 The LPGs Wright Paul 

Mixed 88 27:10:08 The LPGs Jones Gretel 

Mixed 89 27:10:13 The LPGs Wright Leanne 

Mixed 90 27:10:17 TheLPGs Jones Greg 

Open 1 11:43:39 No Roads Expeditions Davies Brendan 

Open 2 11:43:41 No Roads Expeditions McClymont Clarke 

Open 3 11:43:46 No Roads Expeditions Horsburgh Ewan 

Open 4 11:43:50 No Roads Expeditions Lee Andy 

Open 34 26:22:18 Bartercard I Prentice Marlene 

Open 35 26:22:20 Bmiercard2 Prentice Glenn 

Open 36 26:22:24 Bartercard3 Smith Gavin 

Over 50's 4 25:26:40 Almost Over The Hill Maroske Lee 

Over 50's 5 25:26:44 Almost Over The Hill White Shane 

Over 50's 6 25:26:49 Almost Over The Hill Scantlebury Damian 

Over 50's 7 25:26:55 Almost Over The Hill Anderson Ron 

Bold SURNAME indicates AURA member. 
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AURA Member Profile 

Ellen Lavoie 

Name: Ellen Lavoie 

Age: 45 

Birthplace: New Hampshire, USA 

Currently living in (suburb, state): Seaford, VIC 

Number of years running: 2 years 

Number of years running ultras: 5 years ultra distance triathlon (4km swim, 180km cycle, 42.2km run), only 1 

ultra marathon. I must say, Comrades was more challenging than Ironman Triathlon. 

Favourite running terrain (and distance): Technical naITow single tracks that undulate up and down with 

plenty of beautiful scenery and occasional roo sightings to keep my mind busy. Not sure ofmy favourite distance 

yet, but the sky's the limit. . .I look forward to attempting a 100 mile in the next few years! 

Hours and/or distance spent running each week: currently 50-60 km per week 

Some ultras completed: Maroondah 50 km (with You Yangs 50, Tan 50 and Wilson's Prom 60 coming up) 

Running related injuries: Lately a nagging 

adductor and previous shin splints (which 

is what took me mostly off road about 2 

months after I started seriously running) 

Hobbies outside of running: Since I am 

forever fascinated with the natural world 

and am a trained plant biologist, most of 

my activities tend to be centred around the 

outdoors. When I'm not running or training 

for running I enjoy hiking long distances for 

multiple days/weeks, gardening, travelling, 

creative cooking, skiing, and occasionally 

find time to relax. Since my two grown 

sons live in the USA, I visit them as often 

as I can and have recently done a mountain 

half marathon in Hawaii with one of them. 

Occupation: Electron Microscopy 

Scientist at Monash University 
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AURA Member Profile 

Natalie Watson 

Name: Natalie Watson 

Age: 42 

Birthplace: Williamstown, Victoria 

Currently living in (suburb, state): Hills District, New South Wales 

Number of years running: Seven years competing in events. I did little athletics as a child growing up in WA. 
My previous job in the military required me to maintain a certain level of fitness so I did a bit of running when I 
could, although military life made training very inconsistent. 

Number of years running ultras: 3 

Favourite running terrain (and distance): 50km-100km downhill open fire trail would be my ultimate. 

Hours and/or distance spent running each week: Anywhere from 85km - 200km depending on the target event 
that I am training for. I mix it up with some track running at my local athletics club. 

Some ultras completed: Canberra 50km, Caboolture 48hr, TNFlO0, Wild Endurance 100km, Glasshouse 100 
miler, Trail walker 100km 

Running related injuries: No injuries at 
the moment but I have had my fair share 
in the past like 1TB, hip issues, knees, 
piriformis, etc. Luckily I have managed to 
work on good form and technique, plus I 
have found appropriate shoes for training 

and racing longer distances. I don't go for 
what's "popular" with shoes; I prefer a shoe 
that does the job. My biggest issues over 
the last two years have been with illness 
rather than injmy. 

Hobbies outside of running: I have 
two boys that are heavily involved in 
representative sport so that keeps me 

exceptionally busy. I enjoy going to the 

ballet and theatre as this takes me back to 

the dancing career that I gave up many years 
ago. At times I can be spotted somewhere 

on the trails in the Blue Mountains hiking 
or just cruising the coffee shops. 

Occupation: Currently I am employed by a 
national transport and logistics association 
carrying out training and compliance 

auditing on workplace safety. My job has 
a varied role and I contribute regularly to 
lndustly magazines and articles on certain 

safety issues. 
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AURA Member Profile 

Ewan Horsburgh 

Name: Ewan Horsburgh 

Age: 34 

Birthplace: Brazil 

Currently living in (suburb, state): Katoomba, NSW. My wife Bee, son Jackson and I moved up to the Blue 

Mountains 2 years ago for a tree change - which has been a great experience. There is a good community of 

runners up here and it 's also the home of the Six Foot Track and TNFlO0 races. 

Number of years running: 30 years. Since Little A's competing in cross country, CAS track, good old fun runs, 

1 0kms, marathons and now the dark side of ultras. 

Number of years running ultras: 5 years 

Favourite running terrain (and distance): Love it all - trail, road and track. The further the better. 

Hours and/or distance spent running each week: 100-1 S0kms per week depending on the terrain. 

Some ultras completed: GNW 100km & 100 miles, TNFI00, Coast to Kosci, Coburg 24 Hr. I have just been 

selected in the Australian team for the 

World Championship in Poland which is 

the next goal. 

Running related mJuries: Usually 

something involving the knees, but all the 

trail running strengthens my hips and core 

which seems to help. 

Hobbies outside of running: Coffee 

appreciation. 

Occupation: Web Developer for 

scopemedia. 
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AURA Member Profile 

TegynAngel 

Name: Tegyn Angel 

Age: 29 

Birthplace: Sunshine Coast, QLD, Australia 

Currently living in (suburb, state): Essendon (Melbourne), Victoria, Australia 

Number of years running: 5 

Number of years running ultras: 4 

Favourite running terrain (and distance): Trail/Mountain 100km, steep technical descent 

Hours and/or distance spent running each week: approx 80+km 

Some ultras completed: TNFl00 2010-2012, Wild Endurance 2009, 2010 (50km), 2012, Macedon 50km 2012 

Running related injuries: Achilles & patella tendonitis. 

Hobbies outside of running: Coffee, travel, photography 

Occupation: Linguist by study, 
outdoor instructor (bushwalking, 

climbing, canoeing) by trade, barista by 
employment. 
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Interview with Mick Francis 

by Bernadette Benson 

Thanks for sharing your time 
and story, Mick. As far as I am 
aware, you have been running 
ultra distances at an elite level 
since at least 1990, when you 
were 32 years of age. You have 
participated in at least fifteen 
24Hr races. Now, at age 53, you're 
talking retirement from 24Hr 
events. "Again", I might add. You 
threatened to retire last year, as 
well, after finding your achilles 
tendons wouldn't tolerate the 
distances anymore. When did this 
first become a problem for you? 

My first ultra was in fact in 1983 
- the 58km Two Bridges Road 
Race in Scotland. It wasn't totally 
successful. I ran 4hr 53min after the 
usual race debut, i.e., "Set off too 
fast, fall apart in the middle then 
struggle to the finish." 

I ran my first 24Hr at the Sri 
Chinmoy 24 Hour track race 
in London in 1989. I surprised 
myself, and others, by coming 3rd 
with 228km, after leading for 16 
hours. My record now stands at 
19 completed 24Hr races. My last 
decent 24 Hr race was, I guess, 
in the World Championships in 
Seoul, South Korea in 2008 where 
I managed 232km. At that time I 
had no idea that would be my last 
good 24Hr run. The following year 
I started to have recurring achilles 
injuries, but it was in 2010 that they 
really hit bad. Last year they started 
to improve and this year I have 
managed to train well, so far. 

My problem seems to be that the heels 
get really painful after 4-5 hours. 
Maybe up to 100km races I could 
handle it, but I don't seem to have 
the drive or inclination to really hurt 
myself anymore. I have just had my 
3rd DNF in a row in a 24Hr race so 
I figured it was time to give it away. 

How many times did you represent 
Australia at international 
competition, in 24Hr and lO0K? 

I was lucky enough to represent 
Australia six times. I ran in the 1997 

European 24H1; 1993. 4th Place- 245km. 

World 100km Championships in anything I have ever experienced. 
Winschoten, the Netherlands, and 
then four World 24Hr Champs plus 
the 24Hr Commonwealth Champs in 
Keswick, England in 2009. That was 
my last run in an Aussie singlet. In 
the end I ran for Australia more times 
than I ran for the UK (four times). 

You've competed in Italy, 
South Korea, Canada, Taiwan, 
the Netherlands, Hungary, 
Switzerland, and the UK. What 
was the most memorable location 
for you and why? 

I think without doubt I would have to 
say Switzerland. I ran what I would 
say was my best 24Hr race there, 
although not my best distance. I felt 
my 4th place in the 1993 European 
24Hr Champs in Basel was a better 
run than my PB run a couple of years 
earlier. This was a tough race in 
humid conditions with a very strong 
field. I ran probably my best paced 
24Hr event to end up with 245km. 

Switzerland is also the country that 
hosts perhaps my favourite race - the 
"Davos Mountain Marathon" (a.k.a., 
Swissalpine ). I've been lucky to 
take part in this classic event twice, 
in 1987 and again in 1993. In those 
days it was held over a course of 
67km, although I believe it has now 
been extended to 7 5km. The scenery 
and atmosphere there was as good as 
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From your history, it looks like your 
favourite distance has been the 
24Hr, but I saw you completed the 
2001 Trans-AustraliaFootrace(over 
4,000km) in 15 ½ days, 5th overall 
in a race with just three Australians. 
How many years was this event 
held? Was there a qualifier for it? 

That was an amazing experience. 
It was a race organised by Bernie 
Farmer, brother of Pat Farmer. A 
race over 65 days, run through the 
summer, averaging 70km a day 
with a total of just over 4300km. 
It is without doubt the toughest 

Scotland, 1993. First 24Hr win 240km. 



Coburg, 2009. 1st Place� 231km. 

thing I have ever done. It had highs 
and lows, organisation problems, 
squabbles, and lots of long hard 
racing. I feel it won't happen again 
so I feel very fortunate to have been 
selected to take part. 

We had 24 staiiers, of which 14 
fi?ished which, considering the 
distance and conditions, I feel 
wa� pretty good. Personally, I was 
delighted to finish in 5th place 
and had to endure - probably like 
eve1ybody - some nasty injuries. 
At one stage I was sure my achilles 
were going to snap. I was also 
diagnosed with a painful hernia in 
Kalgoorlie, which didn't really help 
alth_ough it did take my mind off my 
ach1lles now and again. 

A!though your achilles is interfering 
with 24Hr goals, you continue to 
run strongly in "short" events. In 
2011 you ran 125.680km at the 
Launceston 12Hr track race and 
set a new course record at the Kep 
Ultra 100km trail race. In 2009 
you set a MS0 World Record of 
74.565km at Coburg. These are 
fantastic achievements, yet you 
have still been striving to get back 
into the 24Hr event. Why are you so 
insatiable for that particular event? 

That's a good one. I can't really 
explain the attraction. They can be 
an incredibly painful, unforgiving 
beast of a race. Maybe the challenge 
of conquering the beast is the 
attraction, but there comes a time 
when I have to admit defeat and be 
proud of my record. 19 finished 18 

' 

over 200km, a PB of all over the place, maybe that is 
250km and that's how the direction I might find myself 
it will stay. heading. 

You ran Comrades 
once, in 2003. Most 
people I see get the 
Comrades bug. Or 
at least have to do an 
"up" and a "down" 
run. Why was once 
enough for you? 

I went across to 
Comrades with 
my running club 
"Bunbury Runners 
Club" as a one off trip 

and really enjoyed it. I 
wasn't p_aiiicularly happy with my 
7hr 31mm but absolutely loved the 
event and vowed to go back one day. 
Somehow it hasn't happened yet. 
Maybe after getting the 24Hr event 
out of my system I might return one 
day. A lot of runners from here in 
Perth go eve1y year so it might be 
good to go back one day as part of a 
group again. 

So, presuming you really do retire 
from 24Hr now, what's next? 
More 6Hr goals? Trail races? 
Marathon goals? 

I've decided to set an upper limit of 
100km. I reckon I can handle 
that. (I will have to make an 
�xception for the Kep, as it 
1s 102km.) For now I want to 
co1;-c�ntrate on marathon type 
trammg. I would like to see 
how fast I could run one of 
them now with some specific 
training. I will enjoy moving 
up distance maybe once or 
twice a year but definitely want 
to run more half marathons 
10km, and some sho1ier trad 
races. There is a rather nice 
trail race series held here in 
Pe1ih in the summer. 

The main thing for me now 
is to enjoy my running and 
if I find I'm not enjoying a 
paiiicular type of event then 
it is time to move on. I have 
really enjoyed getting off road 
more this year and, with trail 
races seeming to sprout up 
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Considering your wealth of 
experience, could you offer a 
little advice for AURA members 
to consider? For those who are 
thinking about or just starting to 
test the waters of 24Hr racing? 
Any suggestions for how to 
manage training load, racing load 
. . . 

' 

mJury avoidance, things like that? 

My advice is "go for it." My second 
bit of advice is "prepare well." 
P�rsonally, �'ve always been a high 
mileage tramer. A good strength 
�nd endurance base is, I feel, very 
1mp01�ant. Having said that, it is 
very important to listen to your 
?ody and try not to let a niggle turn 
mto a full-blown injury. I found out 
myself that going into a 24Hr race 
carrying an injmy seldom ends well. 

Also,. develop a race plan. I always 
went mto the race with some sort of 
pla1;- and tried to stick to it. However, 
say�ng that, be prepared to adjust 
dunng the race if things don't feel 
right. But at the end of the day it's 
about enjoying the training and the 
whole journey. 

1J·ans Australia, 2001. Three Aussie.finishers. 

Mick with George Audley and Paul Eve1J'. 



The History of the 24 Hour Race 
Compiled by Ian Cornelius 

In large part from information supplied by ultra running historian and statistician, Andy Milroy 

Man has been running since before 
recorded history began to see how 
far he could run in the cycle of the 
sun, or from "sun to sun" as it was 
called. The first recorded feats of 
day running were almost 2,500 years 
ago, in 4 79 BC, when a runner ran 
from Planta to Delphi and back, in 
ancient Greece. The return journey 
of 182km was achieved within the 
day. 

The first successful 24 hours' run, 
in something approaching modern 
day terms, took place in the 15th 
or 16th Century. These were by the 
"peichs" of the Turkish Empire, 
normally Persians, who ran from 
Constantinople (Istanbul) to 
Adrianople (Edirne ), a distance of 
approximately 200km. 

The 24 hour race was born in 1806, 
in a match race at Newmarket, 
England, between Abraham Wood 
and Robert Barclay Allardice, or 
Captain Barclay as he was better 
known. The race was an anti-climax 
because Wood withdrew at 22 miles 
(35km). Expe1is predicted that 
Barclay, the great athletic figure 
of the 19th century, would have 
achieved 135 miles (216km) in the 
24 hours. 

Subsequently, in the summer of 
1809, Barclay became the first 
person to run/walk one mile in 

every consecutive hour for every 
consecutive day for a total of 1,000 
miles. This is just 9 hours sh01i of 
6 weeks. Refer to "The Celebrated 
Captain Barclay" by Peter Radford, 
first published by Headline Book 
Publishing in 2001 for more. 

In 1823, Russell, a young Irishman, 
achieved 204km in 24 hours; but 
it wasn't until the 1870's, which 

saw the emergence of 6-day races, 
that better 24 hour marks were 

established. Edward Payson Weston, he travelled to Britain where, in 

an American, covered 500 miles October 1980, he ran the 24 hour 
(804km) in 6 days and, in so doing, event with a distance of 264.108km 
would frequently cover 180km and on the track. A month later he ran 
more in the first 24 hours. Then at Niort, France and achieved a new 

Charles Rowell, an Englishman, road best of 255km. 
took the 24 hour mark to 241 km in 

the first day of the 6-day races, in Lausanne in Switzerland hosted the 

the 1880's. first major international 24 hour 
race in 1981. Boussiquet surpassed 

It wasn't until April 1931 that all other contenders and took the 
these marks were bettered. A South world best to new heights, achieving 
African, A1ihur Newton, who had 272.624km. 

1981 was perhaps the year that saw 

the event become of age. Three 
different runners surpassed 269km. 

won five Comrades marathons 
plus a second placing from 1922 
to 192 7, staged a 24 hour race at 
an indoors location in Hamilton, 
Ontario. He achieved 245 .1 l 3km in Enter Yiannis Kouros - In 1984, 
the race that, for a large part, was Kouros entered the 6-day race in 
led by Australian Mike McNamara New York. In his first ultra track 
who achieved the first 100 miles in 
a little over 14 hours. 

A1ihur Newton moved to Britain 
permanently after the Second 
World War and persuaded the 
Road Runners Club to stage a 24 
hour race, which took place at 
Motspur Park in November 1953. 
The winner of the race was the 
great Wally Hayward also a 5-time 
winner of the Comrades marathon 
(1930, 1950, 1951, 1953 and 1954), 
who achieved 256.400km, a new 
world best. 

It was not until 1973 that this 
mark was bettered. This time by 

Ron Bentley, a 41-year-old Tipton 
miner, who managed 259.603km. 
Interest in the 24 hour event was 
confined to Britain, Italy and South 
Africa. Then, after Tom Roden ran 
251km at Crystal Palace in London 
in 1977, interest began to appear in 
many other countries. 

In November 1979 the great French 
runner Jean-Gilles Boussiquet, a 
former soccer player, tackled the 
event. He managed 257km. Then 
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race, he covered 262km/l 63 miles 
the first day, 165km/103 miles the 
second, and 146.4km/91 miles the 
third. The knowledgeable members 

of the ultra running world waited 

for his inevitable retirement, but 
it did not happen. Yiannis Kouros 

shattered George Littlewood's 
96 year old 6 day record by 12 

miles/20km! 

Kouros returned to the United 

States later that year to compete in 
a 24 hour road race at Queens, New 

York. He went through 100km in 

6:54:43 and 100 miles in 11 :46:37; 
achieving a finishing total of 

284km/177 miles, despite taking a 

very leisurely 27:50 over his final 

mile. Kouros had added 1 Olan/six 

miles to the 24 hours road best! 

The following year the French 
Montauban 48 hour was endorsed 

as a championship event. Kouros 

was invited since he had broken the 
48 hour record en-route in his 6 day 

run in New York. He did not make 

any concessions to the fact that he 

had a second day to run. In 23 hours 



he covered 283.6km/176 miles 388 267.543/166 miles 429 yards, a new and that he would never race over 
yards. He then stopped for an hour's indoor best. Eleanor Adams made a 24 hours on the track again. 
rest, having easily broken the world similar impact on the women's race. 
track best. He then continued to She reached 200km in 19:00:31, the His mark stands at 10% better than 

complete 452krn/28 l miles to set a fastest yet on any surface, and her the next best runner and would 

new world 48 hours best. final distance of 237.861krn/147 appear to be next to impossible to 

better. His performance represents a 

truly remarkable average pace of 4 

rnins 45 secs per km for a whole 24 

hours! He could be right about his 

record lasting for centuries. His new 

world record is 27.3km/17 miles 

greater than the next best 24 hour 

distance on record, a dominance 

perhaps matched only in athletics 

by Tornoe Abe's 6:33: 11 in the 

100km event. 

Tougher opposition faced him later 
in the year when he returned to New 
York: Hurricane Gloria. The Queens 
24 hour one-mile loop was battered 
by five hours of 100kph/60rnph 
winds, driving rain, and falling 
debris. In order to surpass his 
previous road best set on the same 
course, Kouros was forced to use 
the whole 24 hours. His final total 
was 286.463krn/178 miles, another 
world best. 

Fierce female rivalry emerged. 
Eleanor Adams had a great race 
against Hilary Walker on an indoor 
track at Milton Keynes in 1981. 
They were only 10 minutes apart 
at 100km but Walker was forced 
to slow with a back injury. Adams 
pushed on to achieve 227.261km. 
In August 1988, Hilary Walker 
took the world best on the road 
to new heights with a road best 
performance of 236.452km at 
Preston, GBR. Then in Melbourne, 
Australia in 1989 Adams achieved 
240.169km for a new world best 
and her greatest ever performance. 

International Championships: 
In 1990 the first International 
Championship was held at Milton 
Keynes in Britain on an 890-rnetre 
loop indoors around the shopping 
mall. The Milton Keynes venue 
offered protection from the vagaries 
of the weather, but its merciless 
marble surface was very hard on the 
feet and legs. Perhaps the greatest 
24 hours' field assembled up until 
that point contested the race. Don 
Ritchie was among these runners. 
He was widely regarded as one of 
the great 100km runners, but had a 
poor record at 24 hours. That was 
to change. He ran away from the 
rest of the field, passing 100 miles 
in 12:56:13 and 200krn in 16:31:08; 
achieving a final distance of 

miles 1408 yards was second only 
to her own track record. 

Kouros returned to set his greatest 
mark at Surgeres, France in 1995. 
After a brief retirement, Yiannis 
Kouros returned to the ultra 
scene, this time as an Australian. 
He set a new world track best of 
285.363krn/177 miles 555 yards 
in the first day of the 48 hour. The 
following year, feeling in excellent 
form, he moved the world best 
onwards at the Coburg track in 
Australia to greater heights with 
294.104krn/182 miles 1316 yards. 
Kouros' long stated aim had been 
to run 300km in 24 hours. He 
was thwarted in this ambition in 
his next 24 hour by the very wet 
weather conditions in Canberra 
in March 1997, but still managed 
to set another world track best 
of 295.030krn/183.3 miles. Still 
intent on 300km, and on hearing 
of the possibility of better weather 
conditions for the Coburg race 
six weeks later, he made another 
attempt. 

The women's 24 hour had been 

developing meanwhile. Sigrid 

Lornsky, a former stalwart of the 

German 100km team, set a new 

world road best of 243 .657krn at 

Basle in 1993 to win the European 

Challenge at the age of 51. 

Since then the women's mark has 

been surpassed by Irina Reutovich 

(RUS, 242.624km, 1998), Edit 

Berces (HUN, 250.106km, 2002) 

and finally Marni Kudo (JPN 

255.303km, 2011). This latter 

performance establishes a new goal 

for aspiring female runners. 

Until the 200km mark he was Since the first amateur 24 hour race 
moving well, but was then affected back in 1953 the event has come a 
by back and knee injuries and 
forced to settle for a final total of 
266.180km. He returned to Surgeres 
in France for another attempt on 
the 48 hours best but this was also 
hampered by iajury. Sensibly, he 
then took the time to fully recover 
from his injuries, staying in Europe 
during the summer. By October, 
Kouros felt he was as ready as 
he would ever be. He entered the 

long way, from a test of survival to a 

test of self-knowledge, tactics, and 

experience; however, the 24 hour 

event remains a knife-edge run -

the modern hernerodrornoi strain to 

achieve their optimal speed, whilst 

risking the ever-present possibility 

of the crash into the abyss of fatigue, 

injury, and exhaustion. This is the 

fascination and the attraction of the 

annual Sri Chinmoy 24 Hour event 24 hour race. 

in Adelaide. 

He was to there achieve his 
masterpiece - 303 .506krn/188 miles 
1308 yards. After the race Kouros 
stated emphatically that he expected 
his world mark to last for centuries 
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"Eat &/Run" by Scott Jurek (with Steve Friedman) 
,, 

Book review by Kate Sommerville 

After watching Scott Jurek on the 

Western States 100 race videos, 

reading about him in Chris 

McDougall's "Born to Run", and 

being a fan on Facebook, I was 

looking forward to finally hearing 

from the legend himself in his first 

book, "Eat and Run". 

I ordered it as soon as it hit the 

press from Amazon and waited a 

week for my precious two copies: 

one for me and one to do the 

rounds with our running group. 

Less than a week later I closed the 

last page knowing that it wouldn't 

be long before I read it again; this 

time with a highlighter so I could 

follow up the many other books he 

made reference to. 

It is a well written book. Scott 

knows how to assemble a support 

crew around him to produce a good 

read; he's done this with input 

from Steve Friedman and Chris 

McDougall, to name a few. Each 

chapter has a motivational quote, 

a tip learnt from the school of 

experience, and a recipe. The book 

is autobiographical and follows his 

journey from childhood to present 

day. He provides a unique insight 

into an elite runner's world as 

he commentates his way through 

great races such as Western States, 

Spartathlon, Ultra Trail du Mont 

Blanc, Hardrock, Copper Canyon 

and the world 24-Hour races. 

As the title suggests, the book is 

also about eating as Scott is well 

known for his vegan diet. He 

doesn't preach or make you feel 

guilty. He started out eating meat 

and eating badly, and shares his 

journey through vegetarianism, 

veganism, being a raw foodist, 

and finally settling back into being 

a vegan. He also backs it up with 

science and personal medical tests 

by citing studies showing we are 

not designed to sit down as much 

as we do, maybe three hours is 

a limit, and also the concerns of 

the poor effects of Western diet 

on our health in general. Food as 

medicine is his mantra. 

in mind. I won't be a spoiler by 

elaborating more. 

Scott is generous m sharing 

his experience and techniques, 

including his mileage and 

approaches to races. Like many 

great ultra-marathoners, he is 

humble in his ability and has 

Scott quotes one of the most time to help others achieve, and 

admired ultra-runners, Yiannis inspires the rest of us at all levels. 
Kouros, who believes the ultra It's a book you can't put down, 
is an exercise in transcendence ... 

"Only a continuous run of 24-

plus hours will do ... a runner can 

run beyond the effectiveness of 

genetic gifts and fitness levels." 

This metaphysical theme is also 

mentioned a number of times, 

along with insight into what 

attracts so many drug and food 

addicts to running. 

Ultra runmng 

takes us many 

hours in training 

and racing, taking 

us away from our 

families. It can be 

addictive; we have 

deep connections 

with our running 

buddies and we can 

become obsessed. 

Scott was married 

and working 50 

hour weeks whilst 

at his peak. Just 

when I started to 

get frustrated in 

the book with the 

lack of mention 

of his wife or 

life-balance, he 

redeemed himself 

with some events 

and reflections that 

we all need to keep 
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and a book that references some 

other interesting books that will 

keep you reading for a great while 

longer. Just don't read for more 

than three hours a day - we are not 

designed for sitting as much as we 

do; we are born to run! 



I 

WHAT! 

I 

i AND OW TO PREV NT I 
by Gary Towle, MD 

Originally published in UltraRunning magazine, May/June 2012. Reprinted with permission. 

DVf (deep vein thrombosis) is a common but 
serious medical condition that affects approxi
mately two million Americans each year. DVf 
occurs when a blood clot forms in one or more 
of the deep veins, usually in the legs or pelvis. 
This disorder may result in serious complica
tions such as a pulmonary embolism (PE) and 
possibly even death if it is not diagnosed and 
treated promptly and appropriately. 

A pulmonary embolism occurs when one 
of the deep vein clots breaks loose and trav
els up to the lungs. Pulmonary emboli kill 
approximately 300,000 people per year, more 
than breast cancer, AIDS, and motor vehicle 
accidents combined. It is the leading cause of 
preventable deaths in U.S. hospitals. 

CAUSES AND RISK FACTORS 
Almost all DVfs form under some combination 
of three conditions: 1) Deep vein inflammation 
or injury, 2) Increased risk of blood clot forma
tion, and 3) immobilization. Specific risk factors 
for developing DVf and possibly a PE include 
a family history of blood clotting disorders; age 
over 40; hormone treatment such as birth control 
pills or hormone replacement therapy; smoking; 
obesity; leg swelling; some serious medical con
ditions such as cancer, congestive heart failure, 
or pneumonia; and prolonged immobilization 
such as long trips or lengthy hospital stays. 

SYMPTOMS 
Approximately half of the individuals with 
DVf have no symptoms while the other half 
exhibit findings such as swelling, redness, ten
derness, or discoloration of the affected extrem
ity (usually a leg but rarely may involve an arm 
as well). The symptoms of a DVf are often uni
lateral while muscle soreness from excessive 
exercise would be more generalized. A small 
pulmonary embolism may have minimal or 
no symptoms but the larger PEs are associated 
with symptoms of chest pain (usually worse 
with deep breaths), shortness of breath, rapid 
heart rate, or unexplained cough. Coughing up 
blood is an especially ominous sign. 

ULTRARUNNING AND DVT 

Ultrarunners are especially susceptible to DVfs 
because extended periods of strenuous exercise are 
often followed by prolonged periods of inactivity 
because of exhaustion and fatigue as well as mus
cle soreness and stiffness. In addition many ultra
rnnners have traveled long distances from home 
to the race site and often have a long car ride or 
plane flight to return home shortly after the event. 
Many runners experience swelling of their feet and 
legs. Some rnnners may not be properly hydrated. 
There is also speculation that hours of running up 
and down trails may initiate tiny clots as the result 
of minor trauma to the muscles of the legs. 

AMY SPROSTON'S SCARY DVT EPISODE 
by John Medinger 

Amy Sproston knew something wasn't quite 
right. On her way home from a trip to Istan
bul, the Portland, Oregon, resident noticed a 
pain in her upper calf. 

"It didn't seem related to running," she said, 
"it was just this tightness in a weird spot." 

Sproston, who is a compliance officer for 
Mercy Corps, an international relief and de
velopment non-profit organization, is a vet
eran international flyer. 

"I've probably traveled overseas 100 times in 
the last 20 years," she said. Just a couple of 
weeks earlier she flew from Nairobi to Los An
geles to run the inaugural Ray Miller 50 Mile 
in Malibu, which she won in 8:10:53. 

Sproston trains wherever she goes and the 
trip to Turkey was no exception. The day be
fore she flew home, she got up at 4:00 a.m. to 
squeeze in a long run with some local ultra
runners in a forest preserve near Istanbul. 

After she arrived home from Istanbul, things got 
worse. The tightness elevated to pain, "like a knife 
stabbing me in the cal£'' A trip to the doctor and 
some tests didn't immediately result in a diagnosis. 

"At first they thought I had superficial 
thrombophlebitis, or clots/inflammation in 
superficial veins, nothing terribly serious." 

Then, the following day, a diagnosis of deep 
vein thrombosis (DVf) was rendered. 

The next day Sproston started having chest pains. 
"At first I didn't want to believe it," she said, 

"but I'd been warned that the clots in my legs 
could break loose and end up in my lungs. I 
sort of knew I should go to the Emergency 
Room, but thought maybe I was over-reacting. 
There was no sense of urgency until I walked 
into the ER and muttered the words, 'slight 
chest pain.' They had me on my back and 
coated in stickers in about 30 seconds.' ' 

After an EKG, CAT scan and chest X-ray it 
was determined she had pulmonary emboli, 
or blood clots in her lungs, a very painful and 
potentially fatal condition. 

After consultation with her physician, 
Sproston was allowed to cautiously start run
ning again a few days later. A week of slow 
buildup went by without incident and she 
was able to resume her normal training. (Spro
ston, a member of the silver-medal-winning 
U.S. Women's Team at the 2011 World lO0K 
Championships, is focusing on this year's race, 
which will be held in Italy on April 22. She 
has received clearance from her medical team 
to fly to Italy and run the lO0K) 
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PREVENTATIVE MEASURES 
Many episodes of DVf and PE can be avoided 
by taking a few simple precautions. 

Elevate your legs if there is any evidence of swelling. 
If you have a long car or plane trip ahead of 

you, it is a good idea to get up and walk around 
as often as possible, but at least hourly. 

While seated, gently move your feet, ankles, 
calves, and thighs to stimulate circulation and 
avoid blood pooling. 

Compression stockings may help. 
Stay well hydrated. 
Aspirin is actually a mild blood thinner and 

may be taken an hour or so before the antici
pated extended trip. 

But most important of all, if you have unusu
al swelling, redness, or tenderness in your legs or 
sudden chest discomfort, shortness of breath, or 
unexplained coughing with or without bloody 
sputum, seek medical evaluation and treatment 
promptly as DVf and PE are preventable and 
treatable disorders but can be debilitating or 
deadly if not recognized early. II 

Gary Towle is an emergency room physician 
and has been on the Western States 100 Board 
of Trustees for more than 25 years. 

Amy Sproston at the 2011 World 
100K Championship 

"I can guarantee that I am going to become 
the traveler that everyone hates," she said, "the 
person who is pacing the aisle, and getting up 
every 10 minutes to fidget. And I encourage 
everyone else to do the same.'' 



Palaeolithic Nutrition for Athletic Performance 

Palaeolithic nutrition involves following an eating pattern that is similar to what humans would 
have consumed over 10,000 years ago, during the Palaeolithic era - before the introduction of 
grains, dairy foods, highly processed foods, sweetened foods and "junk foods". Adopting a 
Palaeolithic diet can offer athletes several advantages in terms of exercise performance as this 
diet is better aligned with our metabolism and physiology, compared to a modern Western diet. 
Athletes following a Palaeolithic diet may achieve improved performance, reduced fatigue, 
fewer injuries, less illness and improved body composition. 

WHAT IS PALAEOLITHIC NUTRITION? 

"Palaeolithic nutrition" was a term coined by the anthropologists Eaton and Konner in 1985 to 
describe the dietary habits of humans in the Palaeolithic period. This era began over 2 million 
years ago and spanned until about 10,000 years ago. During this period, hominids then modern 
humans followed a hunter-gatherer diet; it has only been in the past 10,000 years that humans 
have begun to cultivate grains and domesticate animals, and have thus shifted away from a 
hunter-gatherer style diet. People in the Palaeolithic period ate foods from wild animals (i.e. 
lean meats, internal organs, bone marrow, etc - but no dairy) and uncultivated, plant-sourced 
foods (i.e. fruits, vegetables, nuts, seeds - but no cereal grain or legumes). 

Our genome has only had a small amount of time ( 1 % of our evolutionary time line) of 
exposure to foods introduced in the agricultural era (i.e. in the last 10,000 years). As this is a 
very short period of time in evolutionary terms, it has been proposed that humans have not yet 
evolved the capacity to effectively process foods such as dairy products, grains and legumes -
i.e. evolutionary forces have not had time to redesign the key metabolic and physiological 
processes needed to handle these foods. The consequences of this evolutionary discordance 
between our modern diets and our physiology include increased risk of obesity, cardiovascular 
disease and other chronic illnesses. 

Proponents of the Palaeolithic diet suggest our metabolism and physiology has not adapted to 

the dietary changes that have occurred in the past 10,000 years, as this is a small period of time 
in our evolution. The Endura Paleo-Performance Eating Plan is an eating plan designed for 
athletes to maximise their performance, lessen muscular pain and to improve recovery after 
exercising. Visit the Endura website www.endura.com.au for more information on how you 
can benefit from this eating plan to train harder, race faster and recover quicker. 
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Running Out of Time? 
by Karen Hagan 

Time. A very useful word, especially 
when coupled with other words. 
Time is the subject of many adages: 
"time flies when you're having 
fun", "no time like the present", 
"Father Time," "through the sands 
of time" ... I think you get my drift 
(pun intended ... sand ... drift ... ) 

One distinct disadvantage with time 
is that it passes with no say so from 
any of us. There are those people 
who are always on time, and those 
always t1ying to make up time. 
Truth be told, you can't ever make 
up time at all, once it's lost, it's lost. 
At times we willingly waste time, 
and at others we never have enough 
time. Time is inextricably linked to 
eve1ything we do, and yet we have 
no control over it...or do we? 

I've always considered myself to be 
quite stingy with my time. That is, I 
cram as much into it as is physically 
possible. There is an upside and a 
downside to that ... perhaps that is 
where the expression "no rest for 
the wicked" comes from? My life 
al ways seems to move at such a 
frenetic pace that I often wish I had 
more time in my day, my week, and 
my year. Is there possibly a way I 
can get more time? Where from? 

Although new to ultra running, and 
still working on a better 50km time, 

I'd love to run 100km races ... how 
do people make the time? I struggle 
to fit in what I consider enough 
training for 50km distances, feeling 
like I couldn't possibly wring any 
more time out of my day. How 
would I ever "step up" to longer 
distance racing if I didn't have the 
time to do the extra mileage? 

Priding myself on how much I 
actually fit into my life, and the 
way I organised my time and my 
family ( especially when the kids 
were younger), I was acutely aware 
of the fact that I also called myself 
the "Queen of Over-Commitment." 
Was I balancing my life as well as 
I could, or was I busy just being 
"busy" and not being all that 
productive? The only "spare" time I 
seemed to have was the time I spent 
sleeping, and the lack of any down 
time in my life was exhausting me. 

Through all of this I happily 
considered my time runnmg 
(training) as "me" time; so luckily I 
needed little else to keep me happy, 
as long as I got my weekend runs 
(especially) with my friends .. .! felt 
human. But being a single parent 
with a 40hr/week job, two sporty 
teenagers, a house, pets, and all the 
normal things that go along with 
family and domesticity, I was now 

pushing the physical boundaries of 
my life with my "wanna-be-ultra
runner" career. Could I stretch it 
further? 

That also got me thinking how other 
ultra runners invest their time. Is it 
spent wisely? I wondered if I could 
find out how other, like-minded, 
runners spent their time each week. 
Perhaps what I was experiencing 
in my own life was fairly normal 
and if I understood the perspective 
of other ultra runners ... perhaps I 
would find that elusive "extra" time 
in my week, or perhaps I would find 
out that I was doing enough already. 
Or, perhaps I would find that we all 
feel we don't have enough time, and 
that I was exceptionally normal. 

If a "trouble shared is a trouble 
halved," or so to speak, perhaps 
we can learn from each other in 
figuring out what makes "us" tick ... 
and how we manage to keep the 
balance of our lives in check. So, 
this is how the survey came about 
that was circulated in June's e-news. 
Although selfishly I wanted to know 
the "secret" to making more time, 
I thought by sharing we all might 
benefit. 

According to the responses we 
received (about 85 people), I've 
gathered the following information. 

The chart below shows that nearly 7 4% of us are working in excess of 30 hours per week. 

< 20 

20-30 

30-40 

40-50 

> 50 

Hours Worked per Week 

11.90% 14.30% 

33.30% 
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About 65% of us train in excess of 8 hours per week. 

4-6 

6-8 

8-10 

10-12 

> 12 

Hours Spent Training 

11.90% 

15.50% 

27.40% 

Clearly, most of us prefer to train before our day gets started. 

Carly AM 

Lunch lime 

PM/Aflcr Work 

Weekday Training Zone 

21.40% 

60.80% 

Early birds even more so on the weekend. Perhaps this is why we train early, in order to make more time for 
family commitments? 

Carly AM 

Noon-Mid Aflemoon 

evenings 

Weekend Training Zone 

1.30% 
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What was really interesting was what you inserted in the "OTHER" fields of the questions. This is the "secret 
stuff' I was looking for because, let's be honest, the pie chaiis look great ( or perhaps just make you hungry) but 
the real answers for making more time or better use of our time lay in the tried-and-tested habits of our ultra 

running community. These are the tips that you offered, and these are what work for you. Maybe they can work 
for someone else, also. 

Weekday/ Weekend training tips: 

• Be flexible, depending on your shift work. 

• Commute from home to work, and vice-versa. 

• Run 2 days in the morning, then 2 days at night. 

• 30 minute gym sessions during your lunch break. 

• Train at ALL different times of the day as it benefits training through fatigue in long ultra races; even 
midnight and 2am sessions. 

• One day morning run, one day afternoon. 

• Try to consolidate your training to Monday-Friday (if you can) to make family time on the weekends. 

• Run early on the weekend while your partner sleeps in, then climb back in bed after your run (I presume 
this individual showers before climbing back into bed) 

"The One Thing": When asked what "one thing" or reason got people into ultra running, or kept them running, 

the responses were varied, humorous and telling. Perhaps if you are lacking a reason, you will find meaning in 
the following reasons. Enjoy! 

To discover more about myself - It's easier than running fast- I'm too slow for shorter distances 

To go furthe1; rather than faster - Just to get outside, stress relief, the challenge, the endorphins 

This was the next challenge after running marathons for years - For holistic well-being 

A way of pushing myself to see what !was capable of - I love running 

As a way of beating severe depression, IT WORKED! - The scenery and locations 

Not mainstream, which is kind of cool - The BUZZ - Personal satisfaction - Curiosity 

To find out if I could - The mental and physical challenge - Because as I get older, I get slower 

Runner's high - Not having to race the clock - Satisfaction 

After running/or more than 50 years, I have more time on my hands now that I've retired 

Because I love running, and running, and running - To keep up with my partner 

To feel like a "grown-up" runner - To overcome a marriage breakdown 

Because, as a mountain climber, there's nowhere to train in Australia 

Because I knew I had a tough mind - Achieving more than I thought possible 

To see how far I can go without walking - To switch off 

The surgeon told me I would be lucky to run 3km; like waving a red flag at a bull 

Time in the bush and outdoors - Fantastic therapy, and it's free. 

My reason: to live a life less ordinary! 

Whatever our time constraints, we all share a passion to challenge ourselves. With ultra running, as in life, 
everything hangs together in a precarious balance. Whether time-rich or poor, we are involved in our sp01i by 

choice and we should all remember how lucky we are to have that choice. 
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IAU Race Labelling Explained 
" by N adeem Khan, 

Director of Communications of the International Association of Ultrarunners (IAU) 

I have had the good fortune of 
witnessing the relatively steady 
incline of the sport of ultrarunning in 
the last decade. The number of ultra 
races around the globe has increased, 
the number of athletes participating 
in these races has increased, and the 
number of countries hosting ultra 
events has also increased. 

The cumulative effect of increasing 
our global membership has been an 
amplified scrutiny of the sport. Media 
have started taking an active interest 
in the running discipline and ultra 
runners are becoming household 
names in running conversations. 
Documentaries, news coverage and 
articles on the ultra-athletes are 
aplenty now in mainstream media. 

With the upward swing of this 
interest, we have started to see an 
influx of races that are venturing 
into the post-marathon distance. 
Ultrarunners, on any given weekend, 
have a number of races to choose 
from. The preferred race can depend 
on qualification for a certain event, 
their personal history and attachment 
to a race, the scene1y or the reputation 
offered by the competition or the 
camaraderie present at the ultra run 
amongst a multitude of other reasons. 

Having the comfort of so many high 
calibre events to choose from, the 
races are vying to attract the best 
runners, receive the most interesting 
reviews and sign-up the most number 
of athletes. This has resulted in races 
enhancing their advertisements, 
promoting their events in magazine 
and/or substantiating their goody 
bags for the runners. At one time, 
ultrarunners had to travel far and 
wide to get to an ultra event, and 
now they can choose from a couple, 
or more, within a reasonable driving 
distance during a weekend. 

The IAU has wholeheaiiedly 
welcomed this surge in escalating 
numbersofultraevents. However, it has 
also created a new trail of paperwork in 
regai·ds to record keeping for our staff. 

Ultrarunning races ai·e quite varied. 
They might include variety in the 
terrain, distance/time or altitude. 
To account for all distinctions for 
all types of races would create a 
frightening scenaiio for our records 
committee and statistician. 

In order to create some sort of order 
amongst the ultra races, in the mid 
2000s, the IAU came up with the 
labelling system. This was done to 
initiate a high level of consistency 
in the ultra events around the world, 
and allow the athletes to have 
reassurance that the events had been 
recognised by the world governing 
body for the sport. 

The IAU labels come in three 
different insignia each with different 
levels of benefits for the applicants. 
Race directors have options of 
Bronze, Silver or Gold labels. Each 
one increases in providing more 
incentives to the directors and the 
race. However, regardless of the 
labels applied, the race directors 
have to fulfill two minimum criteria 
prior to getting approved. The 
first criterion requires that the race 
directors have measured the course 
(roads: Jones Counter and trails: 
GPS) and the second criterion 
requires the approval of their national 
athletic federation or the national 
ultrarunning association. In addition 
to these, specific requirements are 
enlisted for each of the labels. 

Labelling of races not only gets the 
added advantage of showcasing the 
event on the IAU calendar, but also 
allows the races to display their events 
on the IAU website. In addition to this 
perk, the funding (travel grant), or 
TG as it is known amongst the world 
championships regulars, is based on 
perfmmances in IAU labelled races. 

Furthermore, the Records and 
Rankings available on the IAU website 
is once again based on races that have 
IAU labels. Also, the World's Best 
Performances (WBP) and World's 
Age Best Perfmmances (WABP) are 
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based of races that have IAU labels. 

The Australian Ultra Runners' 
Association has done a tremendous 
job in securing a number of the races 
in Australia with IAU labels. This 
has allowed the athletes in these 
races to make the IA U rankings and 
rate themselves with athletes around 
the world. This promotion has also 
allowed the Australian international 
athletes competing in world 
championships to be effectively 
placed in the travel grant scheme. 

I firmly believe that if we want to 
continue to promote our sport in the 
international stage, and continue to 
get recognition for our athletes in 
mainstream media, we will have to 
maintain the high level of consistency 
in organisation of our ultra events. 
Labelling of the races is one such 
very accessible avenue for qualified 
applicants. The labelling of the races 
gives that extra authenticity to the 
event striking that extra confidence 
in the race. Let the world watch our 
ultrarunners in action! 

Nadeem Khan 

IA U, Director of Communications 



Protein - Better Than Carbs? 

by Sunny Bien de, Sports Nutritionist 

Reprinted with permission from www. eat4fitness. com 

Better than carbs? No, different 
from carbs. While carbohydrates are 
needed by the brain and muscles for 
quick fuel, proteins are the brain and 
muscle. They make up many tissues 
and organs as well as cany oxygen 
in red blood cells and provide your 
immune system with defenses 
against bacteria and viruses. In fact, 
protein makes up one fifth of your 
body weight and you need a constant 
supply in order to build, replace 
and repair your body's components. 
Think of your body as a car; how far 
would you get if you never replaced 
the batte1y, brakes or tires? All the 
gasoline in the world wouldn't help. 
So, while carbohydrate loading is 
great strategy for an athlete, make 
sure your bodies' machine1y is tuned 
up too. 

Signs Of Too Little Protein 

Proteins are made up of strings 
of amino acids and in order for 
these proteins to function properly, 
your body must continually add 
and recycle amino acids, building 
them into new proteins to replace 
and rebuild damaged ones. If your 
body's supply falls short of what it 
requires, your 

health suffers. You may have chronic 
fatigue, muscle loss, increased 
appetite, increased injuries or it may 
take longer to recover from your 
workouts and burn out follows. 
Dieting, increased training and an 
exclusively vegetarian diet may add 
to your risk for inadequate protein. 

How Much? 

Regular exercisers require more 

protein than the .4 grams per 

pound of body weight required by 

sedentaiy people. Muscle damage 

caused by hard workouts means 

you need more protein for repair. 

Strength training requires more to 

suppmi the increased muscle mass. 

And during endurance activities or 

exercise where muscle glycogen 

(carbs) run low (or out), protein can 

be used as an alternate fuel source, 

although this should only be a last 

resort. There is still a lot of debate on 

how much an athlete needs to boost 

his or her protein consumption, but 

a safe recommendation is to get 

between .6 and 1.0 grams per pound 

of body weight per day, depending 

on how much endurance or weight 

lifting you do. For the average 

master athlete working out three to 

four times per week and weighing 

150 pounds, this would mean about 
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75 grams of protein per day. Add 

more for additional workouts, 

especially weight sessions. 

Tips For Getting Enough 

Low fat sources such as egg whites, 

fish, turkey, chicken, lean beef and 

low fat daily products are the easiest 

to consume to meet your protein needs 

without being packed with a1ie1y 

clogging saturated fats. Although not 

all your protein sources have to come 

from animals, it is easier to meet your 

protein needs this way. Remember, 

the more vegetmfan your diet is, the 

more careful you need to be in your 

food choices to meet your protein 

needs. And you will especially need 

to manage your iron, vitamin B 12 and 

calcium requirements. Tty using more 

legumes ( especially soybeans), tofu, 

low-fat yogurt and nuts and seeds. 
Because protein requires less insulin 

for absorption than carbohydrates, 
spreading your intake of protein 

over all your meals and snacks will 

maintain your blood sugm· throughout 

the day. This translates out to more 

even energy and decreases your risk 

of becoming insulin resistant. 



Try the following for protein power: 

Animal Sources 

1 cup (235ml) low-fat cottage cheese = 28 grams 

3 oz. (85g) skinless chicken breast = 26 grams 

3 oz. (85g) lean beef round = 24 grams 

3 oz. (85g) tuna packed in water = 22 grams 

1 cup (235ml) fat-free yogurt = 13 grams 

1 cup (235ml) skim milk = 8 grams 

1 egg white = 4 grams (whole egg = 6 grams) 

Vegetable Sources 

1 cup lentils = 18 grams 

1 cup fat-free refried beans = 16 grams 

1/2 cup tofu = 10 grams 

2 tbsp. peanut butter = 8 grams 

1 cup (235ml) soy milk = 7 grams 

1 cup brown rice = 5 grams 

1/4 cup sunflower seeds = 8 grams 

1/3 cup nuts = 8 grams 

A.8AcALL 

9� 

"let me have 20% fat, 40% carbohydrate, 40% protein 
and a cup of tea." 
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